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ABSTRACT

The efficiency of the reduction of carbon dioxide catalysed by 1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradecane nickel(II) (nickel cyclam) at a mercury electrode depends on

the pH, temperature and the type of electrolyte. The use of non-aqueous solvents

increases the catalytic current as a result of the greater solubility of carbon dioxide.

Addition of alkali and alkaline earth metal cations also enhances the efficiency of the

catalyst.

Nickel cyclam exists in the form of five configurational isomers in aqueous

solvents. Among these isomers the trans-III form displays the highest activity towards

carbon dioxide reduction. This discrepancy in the catalytic activity was shown to be

due to the extent of adsorption of each isomer.

At a glassy carbon electrode in acetonitrile/water the catalysis occurs in

solution whereas it is a surface confined process at the mercury electrode. The

reduction products were analysed using gas chromatography, electron spray mass

spectrometry and rotating ring disc electrode techniques. Carbon monoxide is the sole

reduction product at the mercury electrode while both carbon monoxide (at -1.7 V)

and oxalic acid (at —1.5 V) axe pxoduced at the glassy carbon electxode depending on

the applied potential.

The catalytic current measured using pentaaza and hexaaza macrocyclic

complexes as catalysts was enhanced with simple alkyl, hydroxyethyl and aminoalkyl

pendant arms. This enhancement of the catalytic current is probably due to formation

of hydrogen bonds between the coordinated carbon dioxide and either the pendant
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arm or the non-coordinated tertiary nitrogen atom. Pentaaza macrocyclic complexes

display a greater catalytic current than the hexaazamacrocyclic complexes, but the

latter reduce carbon dioxide at less negative potentials. Pendant arms with large

aromatic or sulphur-containing groups produced lower currents due to competitive

adsorption.

Cyclic voltammetry of two series of binuclear macrocyclic nickel(II)

complexes with varying lengths of the chain linking the two macrocyclic showed that

the two nickel sites in the binuclear complexes behave independently with the

currents corresponding to the simultaneous transfer of two electrons. The redox

potentials are remarkably constant along this series but the peak separations increase,

reflecting slower electron transfer. The catalytic currents are about half those of the

mononuclear complex; this is proposed to be due to steric constraints allowing strong

interaction of only one nickel centre of the binuclear complex on the surface. The

catalytic currents increased slightly as the linking chain length increased, reflecting

some relaxation of the stereochemical constraints accompanying the adsorption of

both nickel centres.

Comparative investigations of cobalt and nickel macrocyclic complexes as

photocatalysts with the ruthenium tris(bipyridyl) sensitiser indicate that the nickel

complexes do not give detectable amounts of carbon monoxide and also inhibit

hydrogen evolution from the reaction mixture.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

The greenhouse effect is the tendency of the atmosphere to insulate the

Earth's surface due to its greater transparency to incoming solar radiation than

outgoing heat. The radiation from the sun is distributed over wavelengths in the

visible and UV regions. Apart from short wave length UV, which is absorbed by the

ozone, the atmosphere is transparent to most of the radiation. Radiation is absorbed

by the earth's surface and re-emitted as infra-red energy. The atmosphere then traps

these infra-red rays keeping the earth warm and habitable and as a result earth

radiates heat in the IR region (scheme 1.1). Not all of the radiation is re-emitted back

into space. The gases such as C02, N20 and CH4 absorb and re-emit the infra-red

radiation making the atmosphere warmer, causing more IR rays to reflect on earth. It

has been estimated that C02 accounts for 85% of total greenhouse gas emissions) 1]

and thus not surprisingly it is the major contributor to global warming.

The increasing demand for energy since the beginning of industrialisation led

to an increase in the combustion of fossil carbon, that is coal, mineral oil and mineral

gas. Continuous measurements at Mauna Loa (Hawaii) and the South Pole showed

that the C02 content in the atmosphere increased from a presumed 250 ppm in pre-

industrial area to 315 ppm in 1958 and to 340 ppm in 1984[2], In 1989, the total

amount of C02 added to the atmosphere due to human activity was approximately 6 x
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109 t carbon. In the last 130 years the emission of carbon dioxide has increased in a

nearly exponential manner[3 ,4]. If this trend cannot be stopped, the C02

concentration in the atmosphere will reach a value of 600 ppm in the next century[4].

Although the impact of the C02 content on our environment cannot be predicted with

certainty, it seems probable that an increasing C02 concentration has played a role in

the traumatic "El Nino" changes in the climate on the earth which claimed the lives of

many thousands of people around the world in 1998 as a result of the unusual number

of natural catastrophes such as floods and hurricanes[5].

Scheme 1.1.

Carbon (billion tonnes)

1870 18*0 1910 1930 i950 [970 1990

Fig. 1.1. The carbon dioxide emission during the last 150 years[4].
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The year 1998 was the hottest in 600 years. The past decade has been the

warmest of the millennium[6]. The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change(IPCC) projects a rise in average global temperature of about 1-3.5 °C

by the year 2100(Fig. 1.2)[4, 7]. Rising waters, the results of melting polar ice caps[8,

9] and water expansion from increasing warmth, are the most widely anticipated

consequence of a warming world. The BBC special report on our changing world

projects that the world's ocean will rise by 40 cm by the year 2100(Fig. 1.3)[4] but

according to U.N.'s IPCC it could be anywhere between 15 to 95 cm[7]. The U.N.

World Health Organisation reported in 1996 that malaria and dengue fever could

reach epidemic levels and spread farther from the equator as a result of a warmer

climate. Reduced crop yields could also be expected as the soil loses its fertility due

to higher moisture evaporation rates. Therefore, global warming is cause for concern,

if not alarm.

Temperature change ( C)

2

0

1940 i960 1980 2000 2020 2040

Fig. 1.2. Projection of worldwide average temperature due to greenhouse

gases[4].
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Sea ievoi rise (m)

1840 i»00 1946 i980 2020 2080 2100

Fig. 1.3. Projection of worldwide average sea level rise due to global

warming [4],

A reduction in the amount of C02 in the atmosphere could be effected in a

number of ways, by particularly halting the depletion of forests and increasing the

rate of tree planting. While world leaders are haggling about their quota to cut down

C02 emission[10] the chemist's contribution to solving this very serious threat to

global pollution would be the development of chemical or physical processes for

artificial recycling of all combustion gases. The utilisation of C02 as a feedstock for

the chemical industry for conversion to commercially useful products would have a

significant impact on the decrease of C02 emissions into the atmosphere. However, it

has been estimated that even if all organic chemicals were manufactured from C02,

less than 2% of that emitted into the atmosphere would be utilised[l 1]. All the same,

chemical processes will undoubtedly have some role to play in the control of these

emissions.
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1.2 CARBON DIOXIDE AS A RAW MATERIAL

Carbon dioxide is a remarkably abundant source of carbon both as gas or

bound in carbonate rocks. Although in the air, carbon dioxide occurs in quantities of

only 0.0034 volume percent, the total amount of carbon existing in the atmosphere as

carbon dioxide is estimated to be 720 x 109 tonnes[3]. The occurrence of carbon in

the hydrosphere, whether as dissolved C02, carbonate or bicarbonate, is on the order

of 1014 tonnes carbon, the amount in the lithosphere on the order of 1016 tons

carbon[12]. However, these are not fixed values because a large proportion of carbon

dioxide is tied up in a continuous natural cycle which is also influenced by mankind.

In the chloroplasts of the plant carbon dioxide reacts with water to yield

carbohydrates and oxygen. Via photosynthesis (eqn.1.1) energy-rich molecules are

formed starting from the energy-poor carbon dioxide, with the energy provided by

sunlight.

nC02 + n H20 -» (CH20)n + n 02 (1.1)

As a rough estimate 200 x 109 tonnes of glucose are produced every year by

this process[12], A similar amount of carbon dioxide is return to the atmosphere via

the respiration of animals as well as the biological degradation of organic materials.

Thus, an immense equilibrium is established which is, however, easily upset by the

interference of mankind, since we saw in the section 1.1, the level of carbon dioxide

has been steadily increasing over recent years.
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Carbon dioxide has found a number of industrial applications. The food and

the beverage industries are the main users of carbon dioxide. It serves as a protective

gas in the manufacture of sensitive food. The chemical and steel industries also utilise

carbon dioxide as a protective gas. Carbon dioxide is a widely used refrigerant in the

form of 'dry ice'. It is also used as a fire-extinguishing agent and propellant gas.

Modern applications of CO? are found in the development of the C02-laser, the

feeding of greenhouses and extractions with supercritical carbon dioxide. The

applications of CO2 listed above are based on its special physical properties and in

general its low reactivity.

Only a few industrial processes exist which use carbon dioxide as a chemical

raw material. This is partly due to the thermodynamics of carbon dioxide, the last link

in the oxidation chain of carbon. It is often classified as a stable and fairly inert

compound. Table 1.1 lists a few existing industries based on both CO and CO2.

Table 1.1. Syntheses of bulk chemicals on the basis of both CO and CO2IT2].

Target Molecule Reaction AH(kJ/mol)

CH3OH CO(g) + 2H2(g) -> CH3OH(l)

C02(g) + 3H2(g) -> CH3OH(l) + H20

-128.5

-131.0

HCOOH CO(g) + H20(1) HCOOH(l)

C02(g) + H2(g) HCOOH(l)

-34.7

-37.7

CH3COOH CO(g) + CH3OH(l) -> CH3COOH(l)

c02(g) + h2(g) + ch3oh(l) ch3cooh(l) + h2o

-135.2

-138.1

CH2=CH-COOH CO(g) +C2H2(g) + H20(1) -4 CH2=CH-COOH(l)

C02(g) +C2H2(g) + H2(g) -> CH2=CH-COOH(l)

-214.7

-217.6
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The enthalpy differences are very small in the selected CO or CO2 reactions.

It must be admitted, however, that neither entropy effects, nor kinetic effects were

taken into account in these comparisons. In the CO2 reactions the much more

expensive H2 is always used which is economically not very desirable.

1.3 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBON DIOXIDE

1.3.1 Structure and Bonding

Carbon dioxide is a linear molecule for which the following canonical

structures can be drawn:

: 0 C=zO: -<—► 0 = c= 0 **—► : 0 = C 0 :
• • •• «« ••

Despite the linear symmetry and overall nonpolar nature of the molecule,

some chemical reactivity might be anticipated associated either with the presence of

the 7t-electron density of the double bonds and the lone pairs of electrons on the

oxygen atoms, or with the electrophilic carbon atom. The qualitative MO energy level

diagram is given in Figure 1.4, and the estimation of the level of the lowest

unoccupied antibonding orbital (ca. 3.8 eV)[13] indicates a high electron affinity

associated with the central carbon atom. On the other hand, the first ionisation

potential is high (13.7 eV) so that the electrophilicity of the central carbon atom

might be anticipated as the site of predominant reactivity.
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C orbitals O orbitals

V^AimAM#

—. - - - -|

Fig 1.4. MO energy level diagram for the linear triatomic molecule C02[13].

1.3.2 Stability

Carbon dioxide is the ultimate product of oxidation of carbon and the oxides

are extremely thermodynamically stable (AG = -394 kJ mof',-137 kJ mol"1 for carbon

monoxide, CO). The bond strength of the C-O bond in CO is the largest known (D =

1076 kJ mof1). In C02, that bond strength is measured at D = 532 kJ mor'[13].
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1.4 EQUILIBRIA AND KINETICS OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

CONTAINING C02

It is a well known fact that gaseous C02 dissolves in water in a series of

equilibrium steps [13, 14], On dissolution the species formed are: aqueous carbon

dioxide, carbonic acid, hydrogen carbonate and carbonate.

On dissolution of gaseous carbon dioxide in water, a rapid C02(g) = C02(aq)

equilibration occurs, whereupon a slow equilibrium (equation 1.2) is established

between loosely hydrated C02(aq) and carbonic acid, H2C03.

C02(aq) + H20 = H2C03 (Kh) (1.2)

• t n
The equilibrium constant, KH, for this reaction is equal to 2.6 x 10" at 25 C:

this value shows only minor temperature variation. Average values of k|(rate constant

for forward reaction) and k_i(rate constant for back reaction) (25 °C; zero ionic

strenth) are 6.2 x 10~2 s"1 and 23.7 s"1, respectively. The enzyme carbonic anhydrase

exists in nature to try to accelerate these reductions.

The ionization constant for the dissociation of carbonic acid:

H2C03 = H+ + HC03" (Ko) (1.3)

has been determined to be 1.7 x 10"4 M (25 °C), and the reactions are very rapid (the

rate of protonation of HC03" is virtually diffusion controlled). Accordingly, although
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the first ionization to produce the bicarbonate ion, HCO3", is better expressed in the

form:

C02(aq) + H20 = H+ + HCCV (KO (1.4)

since < 1% of the dissolved C02 is present as H2C03, H7CO3 is an intermediate

reaction in reaction (1.3). Ki is often referred to as an apparent acid dissociation

constant of H2C03; and should have a value ( KoKH ) of ca. 4 x 10"7 M under the

above conditions.

At higher pH (> 10) values, C02(aq) may react directly with OH":

where the forward and back reactions determined at 7.7 x 103 M"1 s"1 and 2.3 x 10"4 s"1

at 25 °C (respectively) lead to K'i = 3 x 107 M"1.

The second dissociation reaction, viz.

appears normal in every respect and K2 = 4.7 x 10"11 M at 25 °C

A further equilibrium, called "carbonate catalysis," may also be present in

solutions containing C032":

C02(aq) + OH" = HCO3- ( K7i ) (1.5)

HCO3" = H+ + CO32" (K2) (1.6)
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C02(aq) + C032 + H2O — 2HCO3 (1.7)

However, unless a buffer containing carbonate ion is used, rate studies indicate the

contribution of such a path to be negligible by comparison with the previous

equilibria.

1.5 ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE

In order to convert the thermodynamically stable and relatively unreactive

CO2 molecule into the desired products in an efficient manner, suitable reaction

conditions and activation mechanisms must be found. Among the various possible

approaches for activation of this molecule, electrochemical reduction seems to be

quite promising. One particular reason for this is that, assuming all reactions are

kinetically facile at the electrode being used, the reaction can be controlled by varying

the applied potential (Scheme 1.2) [15].

(-0.61 V/SHE) (-0.52 V/SHE)
hcooh co + h,0

+ 2H+ + 2e~

+ 4H+ + 8H+
h2o+ hcho co2 ch4 + 2h20

+ 4e"(-0.48 V/SCE) + 8e"(-0.24 V / SCE)

+ 6H+ +6e"(-0.38 V/SCE)

ch,oh + h,0

Scheme 1.2. Reactions of C02 at pH = 0.
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However, direct electrochemical reduction on most metallic electrodes

requires highly negative potentials and results in a variety of products, the distribution

of which critically depends on reaction conditions such as the kind of electrode

material[16-19], and its pretreatment, solvent systems and other operational

parameters like the supporting electrolyte, pH, temperature and pressure[20-22], In

water, the main product is formic acid[23, 24], whereas in solvents with lower proton

availability (such as dimethylformamide, dimethyl sulfoxide or propylene carbonate)

oxalic acid and carbon monoxide are formed[17, 25]. The addition of small amounts

of water (or the presence of adventitious water) in such dipolar aprotic solvents

favours the formation of formic acid and promotes the further reduction of oxalic acid

to glycolic acid, H0CH2-C02H[26]. The relative amounts of oxalate and carbon

monoxide depend upon current density and C02 concentration[27].

The product distribution found in DMF at inert electrodes such as Hg and Pb

and its variations with current density and C02 concentration suggested the

mechanism depicted in Scheme 1.3[27]. Oxalate is considered to be formed from the

coupling of two radical anions (eqn.1.9) while the production of CO and an equimolar

amount of carbonate, involves, as intermediate, an adduct between C02 and its radical

anion where the C-O bond formed results from the donation of an electron pair from

latter to the former (eqn.1.10). The secondary radical anion thus produced may

successively undergo electron transfer from the electrode or from the primary radical

anion accompanied by the breaking of one of the C-0 bonds of the primary radical

anion to yield CO and carbonate (eqns. 1.11, 1.12). The production of formate

involves the water that is present which may protonate C02" leading to a neutral

radical (eqn.1.13) from which formate is derived after an additional electron transfer
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step (eqns.1.14, 1.15). Besides formate, CO, and oxalate, other products such as

formaldehyde[28], methanol[29, 30] and methane[30-35] can be formed.

CO,
C02 + e ^ (1.8)

°\ /
2C02" ► S \ (1.9)

o o-

//
_ o—c

C02 + C02 / \ (1.10)
0= c. °"

f1

o

O—C + e ► CO + CO,2" (1.11)

O— C. °"

/
O—C + C02' ► CO + C032" + C02 (1.12)

/ \
0= c. 0

C02' + H20 HC02 + OH" (U3)

HC02 + e ^ Hc°2" (1.14)

HC02' + C02" ► hc02_ + c°2 (1.15)

Scheme 1.3 The product distribution at inert electrodes in non-aqueous solvents[27].

Note that the dimeric species in (1.10)-(1.12) are unstable and not isolable.
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The electrochemical reduction of C02 at metal cathodes generally occurs at

highly negative potentials, up to -2.24V vs SCE [13]. This has prompted the search

for suitable catalytic systems capable of mediating the electroreduction. Use of

catalysts in the electrocatalytic activation of C02 offer some advantages both in

reducing energy consumption and in product selectivity optimisation. The presence of

transition metal species substantially decreases the reduction potential.

1.6 ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF C02 CATALYSED BY

METAL COMPLEXES (Ref 13, ch 5)

A large number of metal complexes have proven to be active as catalyst

precursors in the electrochemical reduction of C02. Among those metal complexes,

[ReCl(L)(CO)3]2+ and [RuL2(CO)2]2+ (L = 2, 2/-bipyridine) have attracted much

attention because of their high efficiency in the reduction of C02. Lehn et al.

reported that in the presence of a proton source electrochemical reduction of C02 to

CO and formate is catalysed by [ReCl(L)(CO)3]2+[36]. The mechanism to produce

formate involves C02 insertion into a Re-H bond, while the CO arises from the

reduction of coordinated C02 to coordinated formate followed by loss of OH". Tanaka

et al. reported that electrolysis of [RuL2(CO)2]2+ at pH 6.0 ( -1.2 V vs SCE) in

DMF/H20 under C02 produced CO and H2, while the electrolysis at pH 9.5 produced

CO, H2 and HCOO"[37], Furthermore, the electrochemical reduction of C02 by

[RuL2(CO)2]2+ in dry CH3CN in the presence of Me3NHCl as a proton source

predominantly produces HCOO"[39]. The proposed mechanism is given in scheme

1.4.
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It

Scheme 1.4 Mechanism of [RuL2(CO)2]2+ catalysed reduction of C02[37].

It has been reported that the 4e" reduction can be achieved in the presence of

[RuL2(qu)(CH3CN)]2+(L = bipyridine, qu = quinoline) [38]. The controlled potential

electrolysis of [RuL2(qu)(CH3CN)]2+ in the presence of LiBF4 in CH3CN under C02

at -1.4 V catalysed the reductive disproportionation of C02 to produce CO and C032".

But interestingly similar electrolysis using [(CH3)4N]BF4 in place of LiBF4 in

CH3CN/DMSO at -1.5 V (Vs SCE) produced not only C032" and CO but also

CH3C(0)CH3, HCOO" and CH3C(0)CFI2COO~. The rate of formation was

remarkably accelerated in the presence of CH3I and only CH3C(0)CH3, HCOO" and

CH3C(0)CH2C00" were produced without evolving CO. The acetone arises from the

alkylation by (CH3)4N+ or CH3I of the Ru-CO species, while the CH3C(0)CH2C00

arises from the reduction of deprotonated acetone with C02.
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1.7 ELECTROCATALYTIC REDUCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE BY

AZA-MACROCYCLIC COMPLEXES

1.7.1 PORPHYRINS AND PHTHALOCYANINES

Fig. 1.5. Structures of (a) porphyrin and (b) phthalocyanine.

The first paper related to electrocatalytic reduction of C02 via nickel or cobalt

phthalocyanine was published in 1974 by Meshitsuka et al.[40]. In 1977 other

Japanese researchers were the first to use water soluble tetrasulphonated

phthalocyanine complexes of cobalt or nickel[41]. When cobalt and nickel

phthalocyanines are used as electro-catalysts high yields of CO are obtained in an
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aqueous electrolyte[42-44] although another study indicates that formic acid is the

main product[45]. For other metallophthalocyanines tested, the activity sequence is

CoPc > NiPc » FePc, CuPc > CrPc+[45], Eggins et. al. reported oxalic as the main

reduction product in DMSO for tetrasulphonated nickel phthalocyanine[46]. When

tin, lead and indium phthalocyanines are used, the main products are formic acid and

H2, while for copper, gallium and titanium phthalocyanines the main products are CO

and hydrogen but methane is also obtained with a good yield (about 30%) [44], Iron,

zinc and palladium phthalocyanines also give CO as the leading reduction product,

but in lower yield compared with cobalt and nickel phthalocyanines[47],

Metalloporphyrins have been reported as one of the active catalysts for CO2

reduction. Among the water soluble porphyrins of cobalt, iron and copper, only cobalt

porphyrin has shown some catalytic activity[48], Cobalt(II) tetraphenylporphyrin,

fixed on a glassy carbon electrode produced CO and FE at a potential 100 mV more

positive than water soluble cobalt porphyrin[49]. Palladium and silver porphyrins in

CH2CI2 have reduced CO2 to oxalate[50]. Unfortunately, long electrolysis times are

accompanied by the partial decomposition of the catalyst. The use of cobalt

tetrakis(4-trimethylaminophenyl)porphyrin iodide leads to CO formation with a small

amount of HCOOH[51]. More recently, an investigation on iron porphyrin catalysed

C02 reduction has revealed ways of improving the catalytic activity. The addition of

Mg2+ ions[47], weak Brpnsted acids[52] and Lewis acid cations[53] dramatically

improves the catalyst's efficiency and the stability.

From the few publications discussed above it is apparent that the

phthalocyanine and porphyrin complexes of transition metals markedly decrease the
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overvoltage (deviation of the potential from the equilibrium value) for reducing C02.

The distribution of reduction products depend strongly on the chemical properties of

metal and ligand and suggest that the mechanism of C02 reduction is different for

each group. The reaction mechanisms are highly speculative at this stage. A general

mechanism giving all reaction pathways is given in scheme 1.5. The scheme includes

all the multielectron reactions featured in scheme 1.2, but with added possibility of

C02 insertion into M-CHO and M-CH2OH to give C2 products HOOCCHO

(glyoxalic acid) and HOOCCH2OH (glycolic acid). Such products are believed to

form when the carbonyl species is particularly stable.

The general scheme 1.5 and similar schemes in the literature appear to favour

the stepwise reduction of coordinated C02. However, there is the possibility that the

transformation M + C02 —> M-COOH could proceed not by protonation of the

terminal O group of MC02 but instead by insertion : M-H + C02 —> M-COOH. The

distinction is probably not made because of the lack of spectroscopic evidence.

Due to the poor solubility properties of these compounds, in most cases

modified electrodes have been used. Demetallation and decomposition of the catalyst

are among the other problems that have been encountered. The use of nickel cyclam

as an electro-catalyst has allowed some of the disadvantages encountered with

porphyrins and phthalocyanines to be overcome.
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Scheme 1.5 Mechanism for electrocatalytic reduction of C02 by metal

complexes[15].

1.7.2 NICKEL CYCLAM

Cyclam, 1, 4, 8, 1 l-tetraazacyclotetradecane(Li), is one of the most popular

macrocyclic ligands in metal complex catalysts for the electrocatalytic reduction of

carbon dioxide. Among the variety of transition metals nickel cyclam(L2) has

displayed the highest efficiency towards the C02 reduction. This was first

demonstrated by Fisher and Eisenberg using Me6[14]aneN4(L3) complexes of Ni(II)

and Co(II)[54], Bulk electrolysis on a mercury pool electrode at -1.6 V (Vs SCE) in
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a 2:1 H20-CH3CN produced CO and H2 as the gaseous products in 2:1 ratio with a

faradaic yield(r]) of 98 % in the case of Ni(II) whereas CO : H2 was l:l(r| = 93 %) in

the case of Co(II). Sauvage et al. reported the exceptional selectivity of

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ for C02 reduction over hydrogen evolution in purely aqueous

medium. Only CO was formed as the reduction product with a faradaic yield of 99 %

even at pH = 4.1 [55, 56].

The mechanism proposed by Sauvage et al. for the electrocatalytic reduction of C02

is given in scheme 1.6. They assumed that the active form of the catalyst was the Hg-

adsorbed complex. This assumption was based on the observation of a weak

dependence of the catalytic current on the bulk concentration of the catalyst[56], and

later justified by the adsorption studies[57]. Sauvage et al. proposed that the reduction

of C02 occurs via an Ni(III)-C02+ intermediate but subsequent authors identified

Ni(I)-C02+ads as the key intermediate[15, 57, 58], as given in scheme 1.7[15], A

reasonable explanation for the fact that the adsorbed Ni(I) complex [Ni(cyclam)]+ads,

but not the same complex in solution, is catalytically active towards the reduction of
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C02 has been provided on the basis of theoretical calculations. Sakaki et al. reported

SCF ab initio calculations for [NiF(NH3)4]+ as the model of [Ni(cyclam)]+ adsorbed

onto Hg, and proposed a Nil-p-CCF as the active species for C02 reduction[59]. The

ab initio calculations of several Ni1- and NiII-C02 complexes indicate that C02 can

coordinate to [Ni'F(NH3)4], yielding a stable Ni-C02 complex but not to

[NinF(NH3)4]+, [Ni'(NH3)4]+ or [Ni1(NH3)5]+. The HOMO of [NiIF(NH3)4(ril-C02)]

is largely the oxygen ptt orbital and lies at a higher energy than the HOMO (non

bonding n orbital) of the uncomplexed C02. In addition, the electron density

increases around the oxygen atom upon C02 coordination. As a result, the

coordinated C02 in [NiIF(NH3)4(ri1-C02)] is activated with regard to electrophilic

attack and is expected to undergo facile protonation. MO calculations also show that

the second one-electron reduction can easily occur in the protonated species

[NiIF(NH3)4(C02H)]+, yielding the triplet state [Ni(NH3)4(C02H)], but cannot occur

in the unprotonated species [NiIF(NH3)4(C02)]. The second reduction significantly

weakens the C-OH bond, which suggest that OH" easily dissociates from

[Ni(NH3)4(C02H), yielding the triplet state of [NinF(NH3)4(CO)]+. The CO bond to

Ni(II) is calculated to be weak, which suggests that CO easily dissociates from Ni(II).

All these results support a reaction mechanism proposed previously[55-58] for the

reduction of C02 electrocatalyzed by [Ni(cyclam)]2+. Although none of the Ni-C02, -

C(0)OH or -CO species have been isolated, there is sufficient in situ UV-Vis and IR

spectroscopic evidence for the existence of such intermediates[60, 61]. Note that

scheme 1.6 does not include a hydride intermediate. However, this cannot yet be

ruled out given the necessity of a proton source and the fact that hydride species have

been detected in pulse radiolysis studies (see chapter 2).
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Scheme 1.6 Mechanistic cycle involving Ni(III) for the electrocatalytic reduction of

C02 into CO by [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in water at Hg proposed by Sauvage et al.[56].
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Scheme 1.7 Mechanism not involving Ni(III) for the electrocatalytic reduction

of CO2 by Ni[(cyclam)]2+ at Hg proposed by Costamagna et al.[ 15],

Studies of the stereochemical effect of substituents on the electrocatalytic reduction

of C02 have shown that the RRSS(trans III)(L4) isomer is more active than cyclam,

whereas RSRS(trans I)(L5) is not as active as cyclam[62].
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Interestingly, the arrangement of the chelating rings in the macrocycle also influences

the catalytic activity. The geometrical isomer of [Ni(cyclam)]2+,

[Ni(isocyclam)]2+(L6) reduces the CO2 reduction potential by 160 mV although the

catalytic current is less than that for [Ni(cyclam)]2+[63].
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1.8 THERMODYNAMICS OF Ni(II) COMPLEXES.

One of the reasons for the widespread use of cyclam is that it is a macrocycle

which forms extremely stable complexes with Ni(II), Ni(III) and Ni(I). The stabilitity

of these complexes has also been compared with those of the corresponding

complexes with open-chain tetramine ligands. The extra stability of the former

relative to the latter, the so-called macrocyclic effect, differs substantially from one

system to another (Table 1.2). The macrocyclic effect is reflected in a more negative

Gibb's free energy (AG). The parameter AG consists of two components; enthalpy

(AH), largely strain energy, and entropy (TAS), largely the disorder of the free open

chain ligand. The negative value of AH as well as the positive value of TAS increases

the macrocyclic effect. The macrocylic effect in the complex with cyclam is due to

favourable enthalpy and entropy terms, whereas in the case of complexes with larger

macrocyclic ligand hole sizes (second and third rows of the table), the macrocylic

effect is entropic in nature, the enthalpic term being unfavourable[64, 65],

In coordinating solvents such as H20, DMSO, MeCN and DMF, nickel(II)

complexes exist in an equilibrium between the low-spin square planar (yellow) and

the high-spin tetragonally distorted octahedral (Oh) (blue) species in which two

solvent molecules are additionally coordinated as shown in equation (1.16) [14, 65].

[NiL]2+(diamagnetic) + 2H2Q = [NiL(H20)2]2+( paramagnetic) (1.16)
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Table 1.2 Thermodynamic parameters (kJ mol"1) for the reaction

[NiLopen]" + Lcycl ^ [NiLCyCi] "t" Lopen

The relative amounts of the square planar and octahedral species depend upon many

factors, mainly the ring size of the macrocycle, the nature of the solvents, and the

temperature. An increase in the temperature or ionic strength of the electrolyte will

shift the equilibrium towards the left in equation 1.16[65]. In general, it is assumed

that in coordinating solvents, 15- and 16-membered macrocycles favour the formation

of high-spin nickel(II) which has greater ionic size, while 13- and 14-membered

macrocycles favour the low-spin nickel(II) with its smaller ionic size[14, 65].
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A solvent adduct study of [Ni(cyclam)](004)2 with various coordinating

solvents has established that the stability order for solvent adduct formation as DMF

> CH3CN > DMSO >H20. The thermodynamic parameters for solvent adduct

formation for [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 are given in Table 1.3 [66].

Table 1.3 Thermodynamic Parameters for Solvent Adduct Formation of

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 at 25 °C.

Solvent Keq a< AHa TASa AS (EU)

DMF 27.15 -1955 -8454 -6499 -21.8

CH3CN 8.85 -1291 -6934 -56.44 -18.19

DMSO 2.13 -448 -4189 -3741 -12.6

H20 0.43 +500 -3318 -3818 -12.8

H2Ob 0.38 +575 -2775 -3330 -11.12

a) Cal mol"

b) 0.1 MNaC104 Solution.

1.9 THE OXIDATION AND REDUCTION BEHAVIOUR OF

MACROCYCLIC COMPLEXES OF NICKEL

The significant chemical behaviour of transition metal complexes very often

depends on their readily accessible higher and lower oxidation states. This is true to a

large degree for natural and synthetic complexes involving macrocyclic ligands.
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These substances undergo a diverse array of chemical reactions, such as ligand

oxidative dehydrogenation, metal alkylation, ligand substitution and hydrogenation.

Ni(III) complexes of tetraaza macrocyclic ligands have been used as oxidants for both

inorganic (V(IV) and Fe(II))[67, 68] and organic compounds (hydroquinone and

catechol)[69, 70], Nickel(I) species have been used as reductants of alkyl halides[71]

and nitrates[72]. In addition, these complexes also have been used to model for F430,

the prosthetic group of methyl coenzyme M reductase[73]. The success of some of

these reactions is intimately linked with the ability of higher and lower oxidation

states of these complexes to function as reactive intermediates.

The redox potentials for a series of nickel complexes are presented in Table

1.4 and the corresponding configurations of these complexes in Scheme 1.8[74], The

oxidation of complexes contaning neutral and dianion ligand systems produces stable

six-coordinate and square planar Ni(III) species, respectively. It has been observed

that whether unsaturation is present or not in the neutral ligand system each complex

undergoes at least one reversible or nearly reversible oxidation and a similar

reduction process, producing species formally containing Ni(III) and Ni(I),

respectively. This is characteristic of the remarkable ability of the cyclic ligand

structure to stabilise unusual oxidation states of the coordinated metal ion. A

pronounced shift in oxidation state stability occurs when there is a change in

macrocyclic ring size. An increase in ring size promotes the ease of formation of

Ni(I), while rendering the oxidation to Ni(III) more difficult. The redox pattern for

the nickel complexes containing dianionic ligands shows two one-electron oxidations,

only the first of which is electrochemically reversible[65, 74].
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Table 1.4. Electrochemical Behaviour of Macrocyclic Complexes of Nickel in

CH3CN / 0.1 M (Bu)4NF6 solution, vs Ag/Ag+(0.1 M) reference electrode.

Neutral Ligand Oxidation (V) Reduction (V)

Ni(L)2+—> Ni(L)3+ Ni(L)2+-+ Ni(L)+ Ni(L)+—> Ni(L)°

[13]aneN4 +0.70 -1.70

[14]aneN4 +0.67 -1.70

[15]aneN4 +0.90 -1.50

Me2[14]aneN4 +0.68 -1.73

Me4[14]aneN4 +0.71 -1.66

Me6[14]aneN4 +0.87 -1.57

Me6[14]4,ll-dieneN4 +0.98 -1.57

Me6[14] 1,4,8,1 l-tetraeneN4 + 1.05 -1.35 -2.0

Me2[14]l,3-dieneN4 +0.86 -1.16

Me6[ 14] 1,3,7,1 l-tetraeneN4 + 1.05 -0.76 -1.62

Me4[ 14] 1,3,8,10-tetraeneN4 + 1.00 -0.82 -1.15

Me2[ 14]4,7-dieneN4 +0.72 -1.50

Monoanionic Ligand Ni(L)+—> Ni(L)2+ Ni(L)+—> Ni(L)°

(Me2[14]dienoN4)~ +0.23 -2.34

Complexed dianionic ligand Ni(L)+—» Ni(L)2+ Ni(L)0^ Ni(L)+

[Me2(CH3CO)2[ 14]tetraenoN4]2"

[Me4(CH3CO)2 [ 14]tetraenoN4]2"

+0.97

+0.98

+0.25

+0.26
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Scheme 1.8

The overall oxidation-reduction behaviour of the macrocyclic nickel complexes is a

composite function of degree and type of ligand unsaturation and macrocyclic ring

size, as well as the number and position of ring substituents, charge type, and

coordination number.

2.0 AIMS OF THE PROJECT AND ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS

The aims of this project were to investigate the nickel cyclam and cyclam type

macrocyclic complexes as electrocatalysts for reduction of C02 at mercury electrodes

by cyclic voltammetry, to optimise the reaction conditions and also to find a better
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catalytic system, including the metal complex itself. The optimum conditions for

nickel cyclam catalysed C02 reduction at a mercury electrode were investigated in

Chapter two while the possibility of an alternative electrode system is discussed in

Chapter three. Attempts to find a better catalyst than the nickel cyclam by modifying

the nickel cyclam framework were investigated in Chapters four and five. One

drawback of the electrochemical reduction is the cost of generating electricity.

Therefore, possible applications of nickel macrocyclic complexes as photocatalysts

for C02 reduction were also briefly explored in Chapter six.
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CHAPTER TWO

INVESTIGATION OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+ CATALYSED REDUCTION OF C02 AT
MERCURY ELECTRODE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The aims of this chapter are to find ways to improve the efficiency of the

[Ni(cyclam)]2+/Hg catalytic system and also to confirm various mechanistic aspects

of the catalytic reaction which have been previously reported and amalgamate them

under one scheme. The choice of the solvent is as important as the electrode material

and the catalyst since the solubility of carbon dioxide in the employed solvent is

obviously an important consideration. Given the relatively low solubility of C02 in

aqueous solutions[l], non-aqueous solvents are well worth investigating.

Studies on iron porphyrin and [Co(salen)] systems have shown that the

presence of metal cations can influence on the reactivity of the metal complexes

toward C02 and on the stability of the resulting C02 complexes. Therefore, we

investigated the influence of alkali and alkaline earth metal cations on

[Ni(cyclam)]2+/C02 system.

We also decided to re-investigate the effect of pH on C02 reduction. Firstly, it

should be noted that standard potential of C02 reduction also shift positively as the

number of proton involved in the reaction increases (chapter 1, scheme 1.2).

However, for the Ni-catalysed reduction Beley et al. reported a maximum current at
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pH = 5.5 for [Ni(cyclam)]2+/Hg system, and the reduction potential is independent of

pH [2], Also at higher pH there may be a tendency to form C2 coupled products. For

example Eggins et al. reported that reduction of C02 at a GC electrode the optimum

pH for the best yield of products such as oxalate and glyoxylate is pH = 10[3],

2.1.1 ISOMERS OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+

The catalytic activity of different configurational isomers of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ is

also another interesting area to be investigated. In agreement with Kelly et al. [4],

Zilbermann et al. reported that the reduction of divalent nickel complexes are often

accompanied, or followed by isomerisation processes[5]. Recently, Bilewicz et al.

reported that in order to obtain a good catalyst the isomerisation of the complex from

the trans-III to the trans-I form is required although they have not produced any direct

evidence for this conclusion[6].

Fourteen-membered tretraazamacrocycles can adopt 5 different

configurations in both planar (trans) and folded (cis) geometry. The five possible

configurational isomers of a planar complex of the macrocyclic ligand cyclam (1,4,

8, 11-tetraazacyclotetradecane) are RSRS (+ + + +), RSRR (+ - + +), RRSS (+ - - +),

RSSR (+ + --) and RRRR (+ - + -), where + indicates the hydrogen of the NH is

above the plane of the macrocycle and - indicates that it is below the plane (scheme

1). These forms were also designated trans-I to trans-V, respectively. This

nomenclature was first introduced by Bosnich et al.[7] and used by other authors

thereafter to designate configurational isomers of cyclam.
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RSRS RSRR
trans-I trans-II trans-III

.NH HN.

+

+

'NH HN'

RSSR
trans-IV

.NH HN.

+

'NH HN

RRRR

trans-V

Scheme 2.1. Five possible configurational isomers of cyclam.

The thermodynamically most stable diastereoisomer of both six-coordinated and four-

coordinated nickel(II) cyclam complexes is the trans-III (RRSS) isomer. This isomer

has both six-membered chelate rings in the chair form and five-membered chelate

rings in the gauche form. This is the most favoured conformation and as a result the

trans-III isomer has the lowest strain energy of the five possible isomers. The trans-V

(RRRR) diastereoisomer with two twist-boat six-membered rings and two gauche

five-membered rings has a higher strain energy. Of the five diastereoisomers, only the
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RRRR form is capable of folding to produce a tis complex without an increase in ring

strain. Folded cis complexes of cyclam such as cis-[Ni(cyclam)(en)2]2+ have the

cyclam ligand in the trans-V configuration^]. The strain energies of the five

configurational isomers of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ are listed in Table 2.1 [9, 10].

Table 2.1. Strain energies (k:J mof1) of the five configurational isomers of

[Ni(cyclam)]2+[9-10a].

Isomer Billo et al.[9] Lindoyet al. [10, 10a]

Trans-I 0.0 1.3, 0.9

Trans-II 6.4 5.4, 10.1

Trans-III 1.1 0.0, 0.0

Trans-IV 42.9 32.4, 59.2

Trans-V 14.4 9.9, 24.6

Dissolution of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ salts in water leads to an equilibrium mixture of

all five isomers, predominantly the trans-III (RRSS) form. Connolly and Billo

reported the observation of the trans-I isomer of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ by proton NMR in an

equilibrated aqueous solution of trans-III-[Ni(cyclam)]2+[9], The trans-I isomer

comprised approximately 15% of the total complex at 25 °C and was found to

isomerise to the trans-III species via an intermediate trans-II isomer under basic

conditions [11 ,12],
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2.2 ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+

Prior to investigation of the catalysis the behaviour of nickel cyclam in

aqueous medium was re-investigated particularly in order to clarify the role of pH.

The cyclic voltammogram of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ recorded at a hanging mercury drop

electrode under an inert atmosphere is shown in Fig. 2.1. An ill-defined redox couple

which corresponds to the Ni(II/I) couple was observed near -1.58 V. The low

prominence of the Ni(II/I) redox couple may have been caused by the hydrogen

evolution which hinders the diffusion of nickel cyclam to the electrode surface. Two

sharp cathodic and anodic spikes were seen at -1.4 V and -1.31 V respectively. These

type of spikes are thought to be due to reorganisation of an adsorbed layer of the

complex[6].

Fig. 2.1. Cyclic voltammogram (scan rate 100 mV/s) at a hanging mercury drop

electrode (area=0.0087 cm2) in 0.1 M KC104 under Ar for 1 mM

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2.
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When carbon dioxide was introduced into the solution a large catalytic wave

was observed in the cyclic voltammogram (Fig. 2.2). The height of the catalytic peak

was used as a measure of the efficiency of catalyst. A sudden decrease in catalytic

current beyond the peak potentials and a sharp anodic spike near -0.01 V was

observed. The reasons for these observations will be discussed separately.

Fig. 2.2. Cyclic voltammogram (scan rate 100 mV/s) at a hanging mercury drop

electrode(area=0.0087 cm2) in 0.1 M KCIO4 solution under C02 for 0.75 mM

[Ni(cyclam) ] (C104)2.
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2.3 THE FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE C02 REDUCTION

2.3.1 THE EFFECT OF pH

A drastic decrease in the pH of the solution while bubbling C02 was

observed. This led us to study the effect of pH on C02 reduction in order to determine

the optimum pH. Although the effect of pH on C02 reduction by nickel cyclam has

been reported earlier, different electrolytes have been used to obtain the desired pH.

Since the nature of cations as well as anions[3] has an influence on the course of the

catalytic reaction, these results may not be comparable. To avoid this problem the

electrocatalysis was performed in ImM nickel cyclam solution using acetate buffer as

the only supporting electrolyte. Several cyclic voltammograms were recorded and the

peak currents were measured at various pH values on a mercury electrode. The pH

was adjusted by adding 1 M NaOH. The results are presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Changes in pH on C02 addition to buffer and corresponding catalytic

current, after pH adjustment if necessary.

Electrolyte Measured pH ipc(|lA)
Under Ar Under C02 Adjusted

(NaOH)
CH3COOH + 4.50 4.50 - -

CH3COONa
4.70 4.70 - -

5.25 5.24 - 184.4
6.40 5.89 - 114.5
6.40 5.59 6.02 107.7

NaH2P04 + 6.80 5.58 6.28 96.2

Na2HP04
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Below pH 4.7 no catalytic peak was observed in acetate buffer. The maximum

peak current was observed in acetate buffer at pH 5.25. The peak currents decreased

as the pH of the solution increased. The reason for such a decrease can be attributed

to the conversion of solvated carbon dioxide to bicarbonate at higher pH. The

maximum concentration of C02 in aqueous solvents is observed below pH 5.2 (Fig.

2.3). The experimental data lead us to believe that when establishing the pH for

maximum efficiency of catalysis, the decrease in the pH of the solution while

bubbling C02 should be considered. In other words solutions should be buffered and

the buffer capacity of the solution should not be exceeded. The drastic decrease in pH

may result in hydrogen evolution that masks the C02 reduction, and indeed the CV

shows that the catalytic peak is obliterated by hydrogen evolution at pH < 4.7.

pH

Fig. 2.3. Distribution of species in aqueous carbon dioxide solutions at 25 °C as a

function of pH for a solution with no gas space, f,- is the fraction of a given species

present, e.g., fC02 = [C02] / {[C02] + [HC03"] + [C032"]} [13].
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The observed trend in catalytic activity resembles the results reported by Sauvage et

al. in KCIO4 solution. The maximum catalytic current was reported at pH 5.5, but no

low pH points were reported and the catalytic current decreased non-linearly as the

pH of the solution increased[2]. The comparison of the results is given in Fig. 2.4. We

were unable to obtain more experimental points due to difficulties in controlling the

desired pH using only one type of buffer anion since we shall see the anion can affect

the observed current. But it is clear from our results and the results in [2] the optimum

pH for the catalytic process lies between 5-6. We interpret this as evidence for the

need for both C02(aq) and H+(aq) to be present in solution, but without H2 evolution

being a competitive reaction. It may be useful in future work to plot the CO/H2 ratio

as a function of pH.

pH

Fig. 2.4. (a) Dependence of the catalytic current on the pH measured at a hanging

mercury drop electrode (area = 0.0087 cm2, scan rate = 100 mV s"1) for 1 mM

solution of [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2. (b) Dependence of the catalytic current on the pH

reported by Beley et al.[2].
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2.3.2 THE EFFECT OF ELECTROLYTE

The catalytic current also depended on the type of electrolyte (Table 2.3). The

lowest catalytic current was observed in KOH while catalytic runs in KHCO3

displayed the highest current. The cyclic voltammogram recorded under Ar

atmosphere in the presence of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in KHCO3 showed a small anodic

striping wave near -0.2 V which can be attributed to removal of an adsorbed nickel

carbonyl complex (Fig. 2.5)[8, 14]. This behaviour was not observed when other

electrolytes were employed or [Ni(cyclam)]2+ was omitted from the system and

suggests that the reduction of HCO3" to CO also takes place to a small extent or that

the carbonate equilibria generates a small amount of CO2 present in the solution even

under an Ar atmosphere, since Beley et al. [2] reported that CO is formed exclusively

via reduction of dissolved C02 and HC03" or CO3" are not precursors for the

generation of CO.

Table 2.3. Catalytic currents observed at a mercury plated silver electrode (area =

0.0314 cm2) under C02 in a 0.1 M solution of electrolyte at pH = 5.5, except for KOH

(pH = 8.5).

Electrolyte Catalytic Current (pA)

KCIO4 214

KC1 177

K2CO3 208

KHCO3 220

KOH 117
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The results given in Table 2.3 shows that the nature of anion of the supporting

electrolyte has an influence on the course of electrocatalytic reduction of CO2. Such a

variation in catalytic current was also reported by Hori et al.[15] during the

electrocatytic reduction of C02 at a copper electrode. These results can be elucidated

by considering the influence of anions on the pH close to the electrode surface (in the

double layer region). Hydroxide ions are released at the electrode during the

reduction of C02 to CO (see mechanism) or the production of H2 (2H20 + 2e = H2 +

OH'). Therefore, close to the electrode surface a higher pH region can be expected

than the bulk and the distribution of C02 molecules close to the electrode will be

governed by the ability of anions to maintain the pH in the double layer region since

the distribution of C02 molecules in aqueous solutions is pH dependent as pointed out

previously. Indeed, this argument is also valid when considering the great difference

in catalytic activity in the presence of OH" and HCO3". The OH" produced at the

electrode during the reaction will be instantaneously neutralised by HCO3" preventing

any rise of the pH.
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Fig 2.5. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mV/s) at a mercury plated silver

electrode (area=0.0314 cm2) (—) without and (--) with the presence of 1 mM

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 in 0.1 M KHCO3 under Ar.

2.3.3 THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE

There is no doubt from the above mentioned results that the solubility of CO2

contributes a major part to the overall efficiency of the catalytic process. Given the

low solubility of CO2 in aqueous solvents, methods for improving solubility had to be

found. As can be seen from Fig. 2.6 one possible solution to this problem is to

perform electrocatalytic reduction at low temperatures. The catalytic current

increased approximately linearly as the temperature decreased, evidently as a result of

higher solubility of CO2 at low temperatures. These results indicate that a 25%
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increase in the catalytic efficiency can be achieved by decreasing the temperature by

10 °C.
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Fig. 2.6. Dependence of the catalytic current on the temperature measured at a

mercury plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314 cm2) for 1 mM solution [Ni(cyclam)]2+

in 0.1 M KC104 under C02 (scan rate 100 mV s"1).
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2.3.4 EFFECT OF SOLVENT AND THE SOLUBILITY OF C02 ON THE

CATALYTIC CURRENT

Fig. 2.7. Cyclic voltammogram (scan rate 100 mV/s) at a mercury plated silver

electrode in CH3CN/O.IM TBAH under (--) Ar and (--) C02 for 1 mM

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2.

The cyclic voltammogram of nickel cyclam in CH3CN under Ar is given in

Fig. 2.7. The Ni(II/I) couple was observed at more negative potentials than in

aqueous solvents. The peak separation was somewhat larger than the theoretically

expected value of 59 mV, indicating a quasi-reversible process. The reversibility of

the Ni(II/I) couple was lost when carbon dioxide was introduced to the solution (Fig.
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2.7). This observation suggest that the carbon dioxide irreversibly reacts with reduced

Ni(II) complex. From the mechanisms proposed previously it can be gathered that for

the catalytic cycle to take place a certain concentration of protons must be present[3,

14]. When H20 was introduced into the system a peak near -1.7 V began to develop

and the peak current increased with increasing amounts of water (Fig. 2.8) confirming

the necessity of protons for the catalytic reaction. When the amount of water present

in the system reached 2% of the total volume, the peak near -1.7 V became obscured

and the cyclic voltammogram became similar to the one obtained for hydrogen

evolution. Among the wide range of complexes studied (see Chapter 4) this behaviour

is unique to [Ni(cyclam)]2+ and has not been reported previously and probably

reflects its higher activity for H2 evolution. The current observed at -1.8 V in

different solvents with 10% water present is given in Table 2.4 (we determined the

solubility of C02 in methanol and acetonitrile independently-see Table 2.7). It is

likely that the variation in the current with solvents is related to the solubility of C02

in these solvents. The solubility of C02 in some solvents is given in Table 2.5.

Although the observed current is not directly proportional to the solubility of C02, by

comparing the data given in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 it is reasonable to assume that the

catalytic activity corresponds to the solubility of C02. The lack of a linear

relationship between the observed current and the solubility of C02 may be evidence

that some other process is taking place simultaneously. It is possible that the total

current may consist of two components: from C02 reduction (eq. 2.2) and from

hydrogen evolution (eq. 2.4). A portion of nickel cyclam might interact with protons

forming nickel hydride. The hydrides are precursors for the hydrogen production (eq.

2.4)[16, 17]. In fact, it has been shown by radiolysis studies that the reactivity of

[Ni(cyclam)]+ towards C02 and protons, and the stability of the adducts, [Ni(cyclam)
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2+ • +

H] and [Ni(cyclam) CO2] , are quite similar[18]. The rate constants reported for

both reactions in aqueous solvents differ by only a factor of 2 (k = 7.2 x 107 and 1.6 x

8 1110 M" s" for eq. 2.3 and 2.1 respectively), suggesting that both reactions can proceed

simultaneously[ 19].

[Ni(cyclam)] + CO2 -» [Ni(cyclam)( CO2)] (2.1)

[Ni(cyclam)]C02+ + H++ e -> [Ni(cyclam)]2+ + COT + OH' (2.2)

[Ni(cyclam)]+ + H+ -> [Ni(cyclam)(H)]2+ (2.3)

[Ni(cyclam)]H2+ + H+ -> [Ni(cyclam)]3+ + H2t (2.4)

Fig. 2.8. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mV/s) at a mercury plated silver
electrode in CH3CN/O.IM (Bu)4NPF6 under CO2 for 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 in
the presence of (--) 0, (--) 0.5, (--) 1 and (--) 2% v/v H20.
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Table 2.4. Current observed at -1.8 V under C02 in a ImM solution of

Ni[(cyclam)]2+ with 10% h20 present.

Electrolyte Current (pA)

ch3cn 720

(C3h7)2C03 152

dmf 96

c2h5oh 35

Table 2.5. Solubilities of carbon dioxide in pure solvents[20].

SOLVENT TEMPERATURE (UC) SOLUBILITY (mM)

ethanol 25 116 ± 3

n-propanol 20 100 ±3

2-trifluoroethanol 20 168 ±7

water 25 33 + 2

20 42 ±3

acetonitrile 25 279 ±8

DMF 25 206 ±7

20 231 + 8

DMSO 25 130 ±3

The advantage of switching from aqueous to mixed solvents was clearly

demonstrated when derivatives of nickel cyclam were used as the catalyst. These

complexes showed very clear C02 reduction peaks. With the presence of 10% water

in the system a 2-3 fold increase in the catalytic current was observed as shown for
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two complexes in Table 2.6 (more details of these complexes will be discussed in

chapter 4).

Table 2.6. Catalytic current densities in aqueous and mixed solvents.

catalyst current density

(mA/cm-2)

/"\
n y ch3

( Ni n-(ch2)2-N^\ n n / h ch3
v_y

y n n ^
ho-(h2c)2-n Ni n-(ch2)2-oh

^ n n /
\ /

o.imkcio4 ch3cn/h2o

7.471

2.759

20.031

6.552

2.3.5 SOLUBILITY OF CARBON DIOXIDE IN THE CH3CN/H20

SOLVENT SYSTEM

Acetonitrile was chosen as the non-aqueous component of the solvent mixture

to be investigated since C02 is soluble to the greatest extent (Table 2.5). Note also the

strong dependence of the solubility on temperature which should be taken account

when designing experiments.
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The solubility of C02 in the CH3CN / H20 solvent system was determined by

the chromatographic method described by Saveant et al. [20]. The integrated area of

the chromatographic peak of the gas, Ag,m from a saturated solution in the mixture m

of a volume Vi>m of the solvent i and a volume V;-m of the solvent j is proportional to

the number of moles of the gas in the mixture, %OT:

Ag,m = Fgng,m (2.5)

with a response factor Fg. In the same experiment, the integrated areas of the

chromatographic peaks of solvent i and solvent j, A„m and A,> respectively, are

proportional to their volumes v,> and yin the injected sample (v,,m/v,>, = V„,„/V;,m):

Aj,m f,y,.,n and Aj,m—(2.6)

with response factors fi and fj. It follows that the solubility of the gas in the solvent

mixture, Cg,m, may be expressed as

Cg,m = !£2 - Ag-m L (2.7)
Vi,m + Vj,m Fg Ai,m ^'i/^j^Aj,m

Therefore, the solubility in the solvent mixture relative to the solubility in solvent i is

given by

-g,m

r
g,i

Lg,m A-

A: +
(2.8)

i,m
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where Ag,j and Aj are the integrated area of the chromatographic peaks of the gas and

the solvent in pure solvent i, respectively.

The ratio f/fj is determined by plotting the integrated area ratio A;,m/Ay-,m
versus the volume ratio V„m / Vy,m. The plot was found to be linear according to

A; mi,m

A.
j,m

/• v-
i i,m /; V

/• v-
J J,m

/{
i,m

y
j,m

(2.9)

Thus providing a measure of the ratio f, / f) to be used in the application of equation

2.8.

The results obtained with C02 and the various CH3CN/H2O ratios are

displayed in Fig. 2.8. Unfortunately, it was not possible to investigate solution with >

25% v/v H20 as the water peak in the chromatograph was off-scale.

The solubility of carbon dioxide in pure solvents was determined using a

previously reported titration method[21]. An excess amount of standard barium

hydroxide was added to the saturated C02 solution. A white precipitate was formed

as a result of the reaction of C02 with Ba(OH)2.

C02 + Ba(OH)2 -> BaC03 + H2Q (2.10)
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Then the excess of barium hydroxide was titrated back with standard HC1 using

phenolphthalein as the indicator.

Ba(OH)2 + 2HC1 BaCb + H20 (2.11)

The obtained solubilities are given in Table 2.7. The agreement with the literature

values for acetonitrile is excellent.
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Fig. 2.8. Solubility of CO2 (1 atm) in CH3CN / H20 mixtures.

Table 2.7. Solubilities of carbon dioxide in pure solvents determined by titration.

SOLVENT TEMPERATURE (°C) SOLUBILITY (mM)

Methanol 24 132

Acetonitrile 24 276
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2.3.6 EFFECT OF ALKALI METAL CATIONS ON C02 REDUCTION

Our studies indicated that protons were necessary for catalysis. Alternatively,

an enhancement of the catalytic current in the presence of alkali metal cations in the

electrolyte might be observed. The cyclic voltammograms of C02 reduction by nickel

cyclam in the presence of various alkali metal cations are shown in Figure 2.9. The

peaks between -1.67 V and -1.8 V can be assigned to C02 reduction. A pre-peak

near -1.26 V also observed under C02 except in the case of K+. In the case of K+ two

pre-peaks were observed near -1.19 V and -1.53 V. The existence of these peaks

(between -1.21 V and -1.34 V) even under Ar atmosphere suggest that they could

result from the reduction of cations. The position of the pre-peaks under Ar and C02

is given in Table 2.8. The position of the peaks shifted more positively under a C02

atmosphere. Hori et al. reported that the electrode potential for C02 reduction

progressed positively with increasing cation radius at a bare mercury electrode[22],

Similar shifts in potential were also reported by Eggin et. al. at carbon[23]. However,

we do not observe such a trend for the C02 reduction potential in the presence of

cations.
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Fig. 2.9. Cyclic voltammograms under CO2 (100 mVs"1, SCE electrode) at a hanging

mercury drop electrode in 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)]2+/DMF/0.1% H2O, in the presence of

0.1 M of the following: (a) (Bu)4NPF6, (b) LiC104, (c) KCIO4, (d) Ba(C104)2, (e)

Mg(C104)2

Table 2.8. The position of the peaks observed at a hanging mercury drop electrode
under Ar and CO2.

Cation Under Ar Under CO2

1st peak 2nd peak

(C2H5)4N+ -1.34 -1.26 -1.80

Li+ -1.22 -1.26 -1.67

K+ -1.25 -1.19(-1.53) -1.74

Mg2+ -1.21 -1.26 -1.75

Ba2+ -1.32 -1.26 -1.67
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It has been observed that alkali metal cations can have a large influence on the

reactivity of metal complexes towards CO2 and on the stability of the resulting CO2

complexes[24]. Because the CO2 ligand in these complexes is bent, the complexes are

viewed as "metal carboxylates" having excess electron density on the CO2 oxygen

atoms. Therefore, it is possible to have bifunctional complexation of C02, the carbon

atom being bound to a metal centre and the oxygen atoms interacting with a metal

cation. Coordination of the alkali metal cations to these oxygen atoms has been

directly observed in crystal structures (Fig. 2.10 shows the crystal structure of Co(n-

Pr-salen)K(C02)(THF) (salen = NN'-ethylenbisCsalicylidieneimianatoldianion).

However, such an intermediate is less likely in coordinating solvents.

Figure 2.10. View of the repetitive unit present in Co(n-Pr-salen)K(C02)(THF)[24],
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Cyclic voltammetry indicates that the order of reactivity is

Mg2+>Ba2+>K+>Li+. This is somewhat similar to the order observed by Saveant et al.

with iron porphyrin complexes. Alkali metal cations are efficient Lewis acids. They

accelerate the catalytic process by means of ion-pairing with the negatively charged

oxygen atoms of C02 after it has been enclosed in to the coordination sphere of the

nickel atom. The function of such an electrophilic assistance is to promote the

breaking of one of the carbon-oxygen bonds of C02. It has been speculated that with

divalent cations one cation only is required, while two cations are involved in the case

of monovalent cations[25] for the reaction of iron porphyrin mediated C02 reduction.

But from our data available it is difficult to draw such a conclusion.

Although greater reactivity in the presence of Li+ compared to K+ was

expected our results indicate that the reverse order is observed. Both gas uptake and

electrochemical studies on [Co(salen)] systems in DMSO indicate that co-binding of

Na+ stabilizes C02-binding to a greater extent than co-binding of Li+[ 13]. It could be

inferred that the lower reactivity with Li+ was due to the greater solvation of this ion

by the electrolyte[26]. In contrast, the Ei/2 values for the Co(II/I) couples are more

negative in the presence of Na+ than in the presence of Li+, suggesting that Li+ forms

a more stable complex with [Co(salen)] than does Na+. This is in agreement with the

trend in reactivity found by Saveant et al. with iron(O) tetraphenylporphyrins[25].

However, in general our results prove that addition of alkali metal cations

considerably improves the catalysis of C02 reduction by nickel cyclam in terms of

increased catalytic current and therefore catalytic turnover.
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2.3.7 THE EFFECT OF NICKEL(II) CONCENTRATION IN SOLUTION

Fig. 2.11 shows the dependence of the current density on the concentration of

nickel cyclam in the solution. The catalytic current was measured by cyclic

voltammetry using a hanging mercury drop electrode or a mercury plated silver

electrode. A considerable catalytic activity was observed even at a much lower

concentration of nickel cyclam. The catalytic current increased but non-linearly as the

solution concentration of nickel cyclam increased and then reached a limiting value.

Such non-linear behaviour is characteristic of a process in which the electroactive

species responsible for the catalytic process is adsorbed onto the surface of electrode.

When the surface of an electrode is covered completely by the metal complex, a

limiting current (ca. 10 mA cm"2) is obtained and further increase in the concentration

of the catalyst does not have any effect on the catalytic process. These observed data

confirm that the electroactive complex responsible for the CO2 reduction is adsorbed

onto the surface of the mercury electrode. Furthermore, it is clear that maximum

surface coverage of electroactive nickel cyclam can be attained even at relatively low

solution concentrations (> 0.75 mM for a 0.0087 cm2 surface area).
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concentration of nickel cyclam (mM)

Fig. 2.11. Dependence of the catalytic current density on solution concentration of

nickel cyclam in a 0.1 M KCIO4 solution under C02 at hanging mercury drop and

mercury plated Ag electrodes.

2.4 ADSORPTION OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ONTO MERCURY

2.4.1 LANGMUIR ISOTHERMS

Assuming that the catalytic current is proportional to the amount of adsorbed

material then Fig. 2.11 may follow a Langmuirian dependence and satisfy the

equation 2.12[27, 28].

r,
—7 = bjcj (2.12)1 is i
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Where T; is the surface excess of an adsorbed species (i), ris is the surface excess at

the maximum coverage, bt is the adsorption coefficient, and q is the bulk

concentration. It can be linearized in the following form:

A = — bj + — (2-13)
r, ris ris

Again, assuming that the catalytic current is proportional to the amount of adsorbed

species at a given concentration (such an assumption is reasonable since the other

factors which can influence the catalytic current remained constant), the surface

excess (F) can be replaced by the current density (I) in the equation 2.13.

C; i ci_L = _Lb; + — (2.14)
Ij Imax ^max

Where Ij and Imax correspond to r, and ris. Plotting Cj/Ij against Cj a straight line

obtained (Fig. 2.12) as predicted for Langmuir isotherm. The parameters calculated

from Fig. 2.12 are given in Table 2.9.
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CONCENTRATION (mM)

Fig. 2.12 Adsorption isotherms for Fig. 2.11.

Table 2.9. Parameters calculated from Fig. 2.12

9
Maximum Current Density (mA cm" ) Adsorption Coefficient (M1)

9.53 74.3

2.4.2 CHRONOCOULOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF ADSORPTION IN

NON-AQUEOUS SOLVENTS

Double potential step chronocoulometry was used to measure directly the

adsorption of [Ni(cyclam)]+ in the absence of C02. Often adsorption of a reactant

produces significant changes in the interfacial capacitance, so that values of

interfacial charge evaluated in the absence of the reactant do not apply when the
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reactant is present. This problem can be overcome by double potential-step

chronocoulometry in which the electrode potential is returned to its initial value

before the experiment is terminated[29].

Adsorption of [Ni(cyclam)]+ was measured at a mercury plated silver

electrode in CH3CN. The electrode was held at the initial potential for 15 seconds

before each potential step to assure that the equilibrium quantity of [Ni(cyclam)]+ was

adsorbed. The potential was stepped to 0.0 V from the investigating adsorption

potential (-1.9 V to -1.0 V) during a period 0.1 s. Fig. 2.13 depicts the charge-time

response obtained in the double potential-step experiments for [Ni(cyclam)]+. The

charge-(time)172 plot for the forward step was linear as expected (Fig. 2.14a). The

charge passed following the reverse step was found to be a linear function of [tl/2 +

(t-x)I/2 -t1/2] (where t is the duration of the first step) which is indicative that

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ does not induce any complication to the chronocoulometry response

(Fig. 2.14b)[30]. The quantities of [Ni(cyclam)]+ adsorbed at various potentials

calculated from the difference in the intercepts of the forward and reverse steps are

plotted in Fig. 2.15. Adsorption reached its maximum below -1.6 V. The amount of

adsorbed [Ni(cyclam)]+ drastically decreased between -1.6 V and -1.4 V and

thereafter reached a steady decrease as the adsorption potential decreased.
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Fig. 2.13 The charge-time response obtained in the double potential-step experiments

for [Ni(cyclam)]+.

Fig. 2.14 The charge-(time)1/2 plots (a) for the forward step and (b) for the reverse

step.
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Fig. 2.15 Adsorption of 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)]+ measured in CH3CN/O.I M (Bu)4NPF6

at a mercury plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314 cm2).

2.4.3 THE DEPENDENCE OF ADSORPTION IN CH3CN/H20 SOLVENT

SYSTEM

In Fig. 2.16 is given the dependence of adsorption of [Ni(cyclam)]+ on the

amount of H20 present in CH3CN measured at a mercury plated silver electrode. The

adsorption of [Ni(cyclam)]+ onto the mercury surface increased steadily as the

amount of water increased indicating that the presence of H20 facilitates the

adsorption. It reached a maximum value of FT = 10 pC cm"2 in the presence of 7% of

H20 and thereafter remained constant. In other words the maximum coverage of the

surface by Ni(cyclam)]"1" was attained when 7% of H20 present. This value is very
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close to the value reported (FT = 11 (iC cm"2 at -1.4 V) in the literature for aqueous

media[31].
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Fig. 2.16. The dependence of the adsorption of [Ni(cyclam)]+ on the amount of H20

present in CH3CN measured at a mercury plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314). The

potential was stepped to -0.02 V from the initial potential of adsorption (-1.4 V)

during a 0.1 s period.
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2.5 THE PASSIVATION OF THE MERCURY ELECTRODE SURFACE

DURING C02 REDUCTION

Although the abrupt decrease in catalytic current at potentials beyond the

current peak in cyclic voltammograms (Fig. 2.2) has been attributed to poisoning of

the catalytic surface, not much attention has been paid to this problem. A further

investigation of the poisoning effect on the catalytic surface is worthy of

consideration since this could present a serious problem for long period electrolysis.

Fig. 2.17 Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mV/s) of the 1st (a) and 7th (b) scan at

a mercury plated silver electrode (area=0.0314 cm2) in 0.1 M KC104 solution under

C02for 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2.
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Indeed, a sign of deactivation of mercury surface was observed after several scans

over the potential range 0.0 V to -1.8 V. The catalytic activity was diminished by 15

% over 7 scans(Fig. 2.17). The decay of the current beyond the reduction peak was

earlier attributed to desorption of the catalyst[32] but later studies on adsorption as

well as our studies have shown that it is not the case[31].

The area under the anodic spike near -0.01 V increased as the catalytic current

decreased suggesting that a product which forms during C02 reduction is responsible

for the passivation of electrode surface. The product is believed to be a nickel

carbonyl complex which oxidises near -0.01 V. According to Anson et al

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ undergoes 2-electron reduction to produce a nickel(O) carbonyl

complex in the presence of CO:

LNi" + CO + e —> LNir-CO+

LNiJ-CO+ + e LNi°-CO

LNi°-CO accumulates on the surface of the electrode causing the passivation of

electrode surface towards C02 reduction. This LNi°-CO species responsible for

passivation was proposed on the basis of a full analysis of the cyclic voltammograms

under CO and low concentrations of C02[33]. However, some of the features of the

low-C02 CVs were not observed in both our work and that of Pierce et al. [34].
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POTENTIAL (V) vs SCE

Fig. 2.18 Anodic stripping waves recorded at a mercury plated silver electrode (area =

0.0314 cm2) under CO2 for (—) 0.75 mM (—) 1.5 mM (—) 3 mM (—) 6 mM of

[Ni(cyclam)]21 in 0.1 M KCIO4 solution (scan rate 100 mV s"1).

In Fig. 2.18 are shown cyclic voltammograms of the anodic spike near -0.1

V(compare Fig.2.2) at various concentrations of nickel cyclam in the solution. The

peak potentials were shifted more positively as the concentration of nickel cyclam

increased. This type of behaviour is characteristic of specific adsorption of positively

charged ions onto the surface of an electrode[35]. Therefore, we were tempted to

believe that the positively charged NiI-CO+ad is responsible for the passivation

although this possibility has been ruled out by Anson et. al[33]. According to these

authors the activity of the catalyst was not diminished after exposure to CO although

their cyclic voltammogram shows ca. 20% decrease in catalytic current. At a 0.75

mM concentration of nickel cyclam the stripping wave showed two shoulders (Fig.

2.18) indicating the possible existence of two types of adsorbed species, presumably
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strongly and weakly adsorbed isomers of nickel cyclam (It is known that five isomers

of nickel cyclam exist in aqueous solutions[7]). Such an observation has been

reported for [Ni(cyclam)]2+[33] and other nickel macrocycles[6] previously although

no attempt has been made to identify the cause of these shoulders. Furthermore, as

the concentration of nickel cyclam increased the charge under the anodic peak

decreased allowing one type of adsorbed species to dominate on the surface at higher

concentrations. Also the ca. 15% decrease in catalytic current during the repetitive

scans over the potential range 0.0 V to -1.8 V indicates that one species remains

(strongly adsorbed) on the surface causing the passivation of catalytic surface.

Fig. 2.19 Cyclic voltammogram (scan rate 100 mV/s) at a mercury plated silver

electrode (area=0.0314 cm2) in 0.1 M KCIO4 solution under CO for 1 mM

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2.
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The ability to generate the anodic stripping wave near -0.01 V under a CO

atmosphere removed any doubt that the passivation is caused by a nickel carbonyl

adduct. Therefore, further investigations on the anodic stripping wave were carried

out under a CO atmosphere. The cyclic voltammogram under CO is shown in Fig.

2.19 The scan rate dependence of the stripping wave showed that the peak current

was not proportional to the scan rate as expected for a simple irreversible adsorption

process. The amount of adsorbed material (proportional to the charge under the

stripping wave) was dependent linearly on the time as well as on the applied

potential(Figs 2.20 and 2.21). Such behaviour can be expected if the reduced form of

the electroactive species is strongly adsorbed and a film is being formed[36]. Under

these circumstances the width of the anodic stripping wave can be use to determine

the number of electrons involved in the oxidation process of the film. The width of

the anodic wave depends on an (a - electron transfer coefficient, n - number of

electrons) for an irreversibly adsorbed film[36, 37]. At mid-height the width (8) of the

wave is equal to 31.2 mV for a one-electron reduction or oxidation (when a = 0.5).

The observed 8 for the anodic waves under CO was between 30 - 37 mV depending

on the scan rate which provided a proof for our belief that the anodic wave near -

0.0IV is caused by the one-electron oxidation of [Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+. Thus the

electrode passivation is likely caused by [Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+ads.

After holding the electrode for several minutes at -1.7 V under CO, the

surface was analysed by X-ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (XPS) in an attempt to

verify the oxidation state of the adsorbed material. A thick layer of C and 02 was

detected on the surface as a result of severe contamination occurring during the

transfer from the electrochemical cell to the XPS chamber.
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Two problems remain to be resolved: why the peaks in

wider than the 30-37 mV observed under CO and also why no

under CO.

Fig 2.18 are much

splitting were seen

4

"o
g.
a

3

2 -

3

Tads(S)

Fig 2.20 The charge under the stripping wave when electrode was held at (■) -1.5 V

(♦) -1.6 V (A) -1.7 V (X) -1.8 V under CO (mercury plated silver electrode, scan

rate 100 mV s"1).
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Fig. 2.21 The charge under the stripping wave when electrode was held for (♦) 1 s

(■) 5 s ( ) 10 s (X ) 15 Eft) 20 s (•) 25 s at various potentials under CO (mercury

plated silver electrode, scan rate 100 mV s"1).

2.6. IN SITU IR SPECTROSCOPY

Electroreduction of CO2 was monitored by in situ FTIR spectroscopy in order

to identify intermediate products at a mercury plated silver electrode in dry CH3CN at

-1.7 V. Dry CH3CN was chosen as the solvent considering the safety of the KBr

window of the IR cell. Also the presence of water traces may obscure CO2 absorption

bands of the Ni-C02 since the bending mode of water molecules is centred around the

same region (-1650 cm"1), but dry CH3CN may not be the ideal choice of solvent

since the CO2 reduction process required protons. The observed IR spectrum after

subtracting the background before applying the potential is given in Fig. 2.22. A
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weak band near 1634 cm"1 was developed. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain a

bigger peak due to lack of enough solvent between the IR window and the electrode

surface.

Fujita et al. reported the existence of four C02 adducts on the basis of FTIR

data in CH3DN for CoL-C02+ (L = 5, 7, 7, 12, 14, 14-hexamethyl-l, 4, 8, 11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca-4, 11-diene). A five-coordinate non-hydrogen-bonded form

(vco = 1710 cm"1), a five-coordinate intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded form (vco

= 1626 cm"1), six-coordinate non-hydrogen-bonded form (vco = 1609 cm"1) and six-

coordinate intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded form (vco = 1544 cm"1 ((scheme

2.2)[38], A solid CoL-C02+ isolated from CH3CN/THF has shown two C=0

stretching bands at 1702 cm"1 and 1620 cm"'[38] which significantly differ from that

of Co(salen)Na(C02) (1680 cm_1)[24]. The free C02 in the solution absorbs

significantly only at 2342 cm"1 and has small features at 1615 cm"1 and 1356 cm"1 due

to antisymmetric and symmetric C=0 stretches[39]. Considering these data we

assume that the peak near 1634 cm"1 in Fig. 2.22 is due to [Ni(cyclam)(C02)]+.
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Fig. 2.22 FTIR spectrum solution of 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2.in CH3CN/ 0.1 M

TBAH during the electrolysis (at -1.7 V) at a mercury plated silver electrode under

C02 after subtracting the background.
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Scheme 2.2 Possible CoL-C02+ adducts reported by Fujita et al.[38].
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2.7 PRODUCT ANALYSIS

In order to identify the products of CO2 reduction bulk electrolysis was

carried out in a specially designed air-tight cell using a mercury pool as the working

electrode. Gas products during the electrolysis were monitored by GC (see

experimental section).

When the electrolysis was carried out in an aqueous solution CO appeared to

be the only gaseous product. This is not very surprising since [Ni(cyclam)]2+ has been

known to reduce CO2 selectively even at lower pH values. Interestingly, when the

electrolysis was done in non-aqueous solvents (with 10% H20 present) H2 was also

detected in addition to CO. The amount of H2 and CO detected is plotted against the

charge (Q) in Fig 2.23. The CO:H2 ratio decreased as the amount of charge passed

through the solution increased. CO:H2 ratio is 5:1 when Q = 7 C and 1:2 when Q = 70

which indicates a rapid increase in the H2 production. Demetallation of the catalyst

may have occurred to a certain extent during the long time electrolysis causing Ni-

catalysed H2 evolution.

The exceptional selectivity displayed by [Ni(cyclam)]2+ towards the C02

reduction over protons in aqueous solutions may not be a result of an intrinsic

selectivity but merely due to concentration differences of the two species, i.e. 33 111M

of C02 (1 atm, 25 °C) and 0.1 mM of H+ (pH = 4) as pointed out Kelly et al. [19], The

reason for H2 production in wet non-aqueous solvents remains unsolved.
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Fig. 2.23 The amounts of COO) and H2(*) produced during the bulk electrolysis of

1 mm [Ni(cyclam)]2+ solution in CH3CN/10% H2O/O.I M Bu4NPF6 at a mercury pool

electrode (potential electrolysis -1.7 V).

2.8 THE INVESTIGATION OF CONFIGURATIONAL ISOMERS OF

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ FOR C02 REDUCTION

2.8.1 TRANS-V ISOMER

We have made an attempt to synthesise each of the isomers of nickel cyclam

and investigate their activity towards C02 reduction. The catalytic activity was

investigated in a phosphate buffer solution at pH = 6.8. Dissolution of violet cis-
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[Ni(cyclam)(en)]2+ yielded a blue-violet solution of cis-[Ni(cyclam)(FbO)->]2+ which

slowly transformed into yellow trans-V-[Ni(cyclam)(H20)2]2+. The isomerisation was

monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The cis-[Ni(cyclam)(H20)2]2+ showed two

absorption bands at 345 nm and 550 nm (Fig. 2.24) which correspond to (3B| —> 3E)

and (3Bi —> 3B2) transitions[40, 41]. As it turned to yellow the bands at 345 nm and

550 nm disappeared and a new adsorption band appeared at 450 nm indicating the

isomerisation of cis-rNi(cvclam)(H?Q)?12+ into trans-V-[Ni(cyclam)(FEO)->]2+ (Fig.

2.25). The absorption at 450 nm characterises the d-d transition ('BJg —> 'B2g) of

square planar complexes[40, 41]. The catalytic activity of cis-[Ni(cyclam)(H20)2]2+

towards the C02 reduction is insignificant. But the complex became more active as it

transformed to trans-V-[Ni(cvclam)(FI?0)7l2+. The cyclic voltammograms which

correspond to Figs. 2.24 and 2.25 are given in Fig. 2.26.

nm

Fig. 2.24. Absorption spectrum of 1 mM cis-[Ni(cyclam)(H20)2]2+ in phosphate

buffer solution at pH = 6.8.
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nm

Fig. 2.25 Absorption spectra of 1 mM cis-[Ni(cyclam)(H20)2]2+ (—) in phosphate
buffer solution at pH = 6.8 during the isomerisation to trans-V-[Ni(cvclam)(FF>Ob12'
(-).

Fig. 2.26 Cyclic voltammograms of 0.5 mM cis-[Ni(cyclam)(FI20)2]2' (—) recorded
at a hanging mercury drop electrode (area =0.0284 cm2) under C02 during the
isomerisation (scan rate = 100 mV/s).
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The cyclic voltammograms indicate that the trans-V isomer shows a comparable

catalytic activity to that of trans-III (trans-III showed a catalytic current of 260 pA in

similar conditions). However, under these condition it is possible that the trans-V

isomerises to trans-III Therefore, it can be anticipated that some trans-III molecules

are present after full conversion of cis-isomer to trans-V. In that situation it is difficult

to determine how much current was contributed from the each isomer. If this is the

case then one can conclude that the trans-V isomer is less active than the trans-III.

Electrochemical properties of these isomers were investigated in non-aqueous

solvents since hydrogen evolution masked the redox couples for these complexes in

aqueous medium. The redox potentials measured in CH3CN are given in Table 2.10

Cis-[Ni(cyclam)(en)]2+ showed the Ni(II/I) couple at -0.99 V at a mercury plated

silver electrode. This potential was shifted negatively to - 1.50 V upon the addition of

water with the formation of cis-[Ni(cyclam)(H20)2]2+. The cis form did not transform

into the trans isomer even after four days in CH3CN/IO % H20.

Table 2.10 Redox potentials for 1 mM solution of complexes in CH3CN/0.1 M

TBAH.

Complex Electrode Ni11'1 (V) AEp (mV) Nilu/" (V) AEp (mV)

Os-

[Ni(cyclam)

(en)]2+

GC

Hg/Ag -0.99 217 - -

Cis-

[Ni(cyclam)

(H20)2]2+

GC

Hg/Ag

-1.50

-1.49

124

134

0.94 148
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2.8.2 TRANS-I ISOMER

All attempts to synthesise the trans-I isomer of nickel cyclam as described in

literature failed[34]. Therefore, we investigated the catalytic properties of trans-I

nickel tetramethyl cyclam in comparison to trans-III nickel tetramethyl cyclam as a

model for trans-I and trans-III nickel cyclam. The redox potentials of these complexes

measured in CH3CN are given in Table 2.11. The Ni(II/I) couple for the trans-I

isomer was seen at a 500 mV positive potential than for the trans-III. The molecular

mechanics calculations have shown that trans-I form of tetraazamacrocycles tends to

cause the metal ion to lift out of the plane of nitrogen donor atoms[42] which possibly

makes reduction toNi(I) easier in comparison to the trans-III form.

Table 2.11. Redox potentials of tetramethyl cyclam isomers in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH.

Complex Electrode Niwl (V) AEp (mV) Nilll/U (V) AEp (mV)

Trans-I GC -1.04 81 1.59 191

Hg/Ag -0.98 73 - "

Trans-III GC -1.42 82 1.01 84

Hg/Ag -1.48 95 -

Table 2.12 summarises the catalytic activity towards C02 reduction. The trans-III

isomer displayed a higher catalytic current but at a more negative potential than the

trans-I isomer. The trans-I isomer displayed only a one quarter of the catalytic current
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of the trans-III isomer. Looking at the structure of the macrocycle and its redox

potential a higher catalytic activity from trans-I isomer was expected because the

trans-I form is more accessible on the side containing the four methyl groups, as

evidenced by the crystallographic structures of five coordinated derivatives of the

trans-I isomer which always show the fifth ligand bound to the same side as the

methyl groups[43]. That leaves the second axial site free for adsorption onto the

electrode surface. On the other hand the chelate rings lie largely below the plane of

the nitrogen atoms where they can block off the second axial site. In order to establish

the reason for poor catalytic activity of trans-I isomer the adsorption of these

complexes onto the electrode surface was measured as described in section 2.4.2.

Table 2.12 Catalytic currents recorded at a mercury plated silver electrode under CCF

for 1 mM solution in CH3CN/10% H2O/0.1 M TBAH.

Complex o > Epc (V)

Trans-I 127 -1.69

Trans-III 466 -1.83

In Fig. 2.27 is given the comparison of adsorbed trans-I and trans-III isomers of

nickel teramethyl cyclam measured at a mercury plated silver electrode. In the

potential region -1 V to -1.5 V a higher adsorption of the trans-I isomer was

observed. The ratio of Ni(I) to Ni(II) species for the trans-I isomer is greater in this

potential region since the Ni(II/I) redox couple is about -0.98 V whereas the Ni(II/I)
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redox couple for the trans-III isomer is -1.48 V. Therefore, a greater adsorption of the

trans-I isomer is not unexpected. However, beyond the Ni(II/I) redox couple of the

trans-III isomer the amount of adsorbed complex is almost three times higher than the

trans-I isomer. C02 reduction catalysed by these complexes occurs in the potential

region -1.8V to -1.6 V. Therefore, the discrepancies in catalytic activity of these

isomers can be accounted by the amount of adsorbed Ni(I) species onto the electrode

surface. In other words the catalytic current is proportional to the amount of adsorbed

Ni(I) species.
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Fig. 2.27 Adsorption of 1 mM nickel tetramethyl («) trans-III and (♦) trans-I isomers

measured in CH3CN/O.I M (Bu)4NPF6/10 % H20 at a mercury plated silver electrode

(area = 0.0314 cm2).
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2.9 THE MECHANISM OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+ CATALYSED C02

REDUCTION AT MERCURY

Taking into consideration both the experimental observations described earlier

and literature data, the following reaction scheme 2.3 is proposed for the

electrocatalytic reduction of C02 at mercury electrode. The main catalytic cycle is

similar to that of proposed by Anson et al.[14].

CO, co2 e-
no reaction Ni(II)L2+(sol) Ni(I)L+(sol)

Scheme 2.3 Proposed mechanism for the electrocatalytic reduction of C02 at mercury

electrode.
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As shown in the scheme 2.3 the catalytically active species towards C02 reduction is

Ni(I) adsorbed onto Hg. The overall process for the transformation of C02 into CO

involves an inner-sphere reorganisation. The adsorbed Ni(I) forms a nickel-carbon

dioxide complex which transforms into a carbonyl complex in the presence of water.

The potential at which the electrocatalysed reduction of C02 proceeds is determined

by the potential at which the adsorbed [Ni(I)L-C02H]+ intermediate accepts electrons

from the electrode.

The major disadvantage of this catalytic system is that the product, CO can

irreversibly bind to Ni(I)ads or Ni(I)soi. The reaction with Ni(I)soi removes the catalyst

from the catalytic cycle while [Ni(I)LCO]+ads causes passivation of the electrode

surface. Ni(CO)4 is also a minor by product which can be expected as a result of

stepwise carbonylation of [Ni(I)L]+. Incidentally, it is these products which represent

the difference between our scheme and that of Anson et. al , who proposed neutral

[NiLCO]0 as the poison and did not detect Ni(CO)4.

H2 production is another important side reaction which takes place parallel to

C02 reduction process depending on the conditions.

2.10 CONCLUSIONS

Much is now known about the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ catalyzed reduction of C02 in

water at mercury - involves surface adsorbed [Ni(cyclam)]+ catalyst and runs best

near pH 5.2, in order to yield CO not H2. In mixed solvents increased solubility of
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C02 gives higher currents, providing there is a minimum amount of water present.

The addition of alkali and alkaline earth metal cations to the electrolyte increases the

efficiency of the catalyst. The product, CO reacts with adsorbed [Ni(cyclam)]+

forming a passivating film of [Ni(cyclam)CO]+ on the electrode surface. Prolonged

electrolysis eventually yields Ni(CO)4.

Nickel cyclam exists in the form of five configurational isomers in aqueous

solvents. Among these isomer the trans-III form displays the highest activity towards

carbon dioxide reduction. This discrepancy in the catalytic activity was shown to be

due to the extent of adsorption of each isomer.

It is important that we couldn't get ipc vs v/v % H20 for [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in

order to resolve the effect of adsorption, proton availability and solubility of C02.

However, we shall describe a new complex in chapter 4 where, this data was

available at a mercury coated silver electrode.
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2.11 EXPERIMENTAL

Electrochemistry

Scheme 2.4 Schematic diagram of the electrochemical cell.

Cyclic voltammograms were recorded using an EG and G PARC 273A

potentiostat/galvanostat controlled by version 4.11 of the Electrochemistry Research

software running on a PC. The measurements were carried out using a three-necked

glass cell using a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference with a Luggin

capillary and a Pt wire as the counter (auxiliary) electrode (scheme 2.4). The working

electrode was either a hanging mercury drop electrode (Metrohm, area = 0.0087 cirr

and 0.0284 cm2) or a mercury-plated silver disk electrode (0.0314 crn^) The drop area

of HMDE was determined by weighing the average of 10 drops as described in [29].
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The mercury-plated silver disk electrode was prepared by dipping the freshly-

polished silver electrode into triply-distilled mercury for 10 min [44], Periodically,

the hydrogen evolution background current in pH 7 buffer was checked to be less

than 10 pA at -1.8 V, and re-dipped if necessary. A Pt micro-disc electrode (radius

68 pm) was used in chronoamperometry measurements. The solution was purged

with argon for 20 mins before each measurement and no IR compensation was used.

A peak separation of 66 mV was observed for ferrocene under the same conditions.

Unless stated all the measurements were done at room temperature (25 °C). The

catalytic currents were recorded in saturated solutions of C02.

The water employed was triply distilled and acetonitrile (Aldrich HPLC

grade) was used as the solvent. Acetonitrile was distilled from P20<s in all-glass

apparatus. The distillate was reflux over CaH2 for an hour and then slowly distilled

discarding the first 5 and last 10% of the distillate[45], Tetra-n-butylammonium

hexafluorophosphate (TBAH, Fluka, electrochemical grade) as the supporting

electrolyte.

Bulk Electrolysis

Bulk electrolysis was carried out in a specially designed air-tight cell with

separated compartments for counter and reference electrodes. A mercury pool was

used as a working electrode with 20 cm^ exposed area. The cell volume was 125

cm^ of which 90 cm^ was occupied by gaseous products. Gas samples (90 pi) were

removed through a septum using an syringe fitted with an air-lock, and then injected
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into the GC (Pye-Unicam) fitted with a carbosphere column (Alltech) running at 100

°C and TCD detector, and with a flow-rate (Ar) of 4 cnP min" 1.

In situ FTIR spectroscopy

Kel-F

body

O-ring seal

working
electrode
contact

teflon surround

mercury plated siver electrode

reference electrode
compartment

Pt auxiliary

threaded
holder

Scheme 2.5 Schematic diagram of the FTIR cell.

The FTIR cell used in in situ FTIR experiment is given in scheme 2.5. The working

electrode, mercury plated silver electrode (area = 0.28 cm2) was pressed against a

KBr window of the cell. The counter electrode was a Pt wire loop around the body of

the working electrode. A Pt wire dipped into the top of the cell body was used as the

reference electrode. Two vertically mounted gold-coated mirrors were placed in the
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centre of the sample compartment (where the normal transmission cell holder is

placed) each at 45° to the beam in order to divert it to reflect off the electrode surface.

The spectra ware collected at a 2 cm"1 resolution over 30 scans on a Perkin Elmer

1710 Infrared Fourier Transform Spectrometer.

UV-Vis spectroscopy

Electronic absorption spectra were recorded on Perkin-Elmer spectrometer controlled

by PE UV Winlab Lambda software.

Synthesis

Nickel(II) 1, 4, 8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane perchlorate

0.5 g (2.5 mmoles) of 1, 4, 8, 11-tetraazacyclotetradecane (purchased from Aldrich)

was dissolved in the minimum amount of methanol and 0.9 g (2.5 mmoles) of nickel

perchlorate hydrate dissolved in methanol were mixed together[46]. Yellow crystals

were formed, filtered, washed with ethanol and allowed to dry in vacuum. Re-

crystallised from hot water.

Microanalysis: calculated for NiCioffM^CbOg

C 26.23 % H 5.28% N 12.24%

Found C 25.81% H 5.30% N 11.95%

UV-Vis: = 450 nm in H2O e = 48 M"1 cm"1
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Cis-[Ni(cyclam)(en)](C104)2

To 40 ml of 4 mm of nickel(II) 1, 4, 8, 11-tetraazacyclotetradecane perchlorate

solution in water added 0.05 ml (20 mM) of ethylendiamine. The colour of the

solution turned into violet from yellow. Added excess amount of sodium perchlorate.

Violet crystals began to precipitate[47], The precipitate was filtered and allowed to

dry in vacuum.

Microanalysis: calculated for NiC^t^NeC^Og

C 27.82 % H 6.23% N 16.23%

Found C 27.51% H 5.79% N 15.73%
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CHAPTER THREE

INVESTIGATION OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+ CATALYSED REDUCTION OF C02 AT

A GLASSY CARBON ELECTRODE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the search for a more environmentally friendly electrode than the mercury

electrode, a glassy carbon (GC) electrode was investigated, since the GC-nickel

cyclam catalytic system has not been widely investigated to the best of our

knowledge. Fujihira et al. reported that the onset potential for the catalytic current

was much more favourable on the mercury than on the glassy carbon and also the

efficiency on a glassy carbon electrode was much lower than that on a mercury

electrode in terms of the current density[l], A similar observation was reported by

Mejeristskaia et al. investigating Ni(Me4[12]aneN4)2+ (l,4,7,10-tetramethyl-l,4, 7,10-

tetraazacyclododecane nickel(II)). Moreover, on the basis of the analysis of cyclic

voltammograms they suggest that both Ni(II) and Ni(I) complexes are either weakly

adsorbed or not adsorbed onto the glassy carbon surface[2]. Therefore, a further

investigation has not been carried out. However, one of the practical problems

associated with the stationary mercury electrode, the cleaning of the electrode

surface, could easily be overcome by using a glassy carbon surface.
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3.2 ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+ IN NON-AQUEOUS

SOLVENTS

The electrochemistry of [Ni(cyclam)]2t was investigated in CH3CN under an

Ar atmosphere. The cyclic voltammogram shows the Ni(II/I) redox couple at -1.44 V

and the Ni(III/II) couple at 1.0 V with peak separations of 68 mV and 85 mV

respectively (Fig. 3.1). These values are in good agreement with previously reported

values[3].

SO-

lO"

10 ■

J ; .

-2 Jls 5 —— O « 1 1 1.5 2

fill 10'

v -20 •

-30'

-40 ■

POTENTIALS) Vs SCE

Fig. 3.1 Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate lOOmV/s) at GC electrode in CH3CN/0.1M

TBAH (—) under Ar, (—) under CO2 for 1 mM Ni(cyclam)2+.
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When CO2 was introduced into the solution the Ni(II/I) couple became

irreversible as in the case of the Hg electrode discussed in the previous chapter(Fig.

3.1). This indicates an irreversible reaction of CO2 with reduced nickel complex

according to equations 3.1 and 3.2.

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ + e —> [Ni(cyclam)]+ (3.1)

[Ni(cyclam)]+ + C02 [Ni(cyclam)(C02)]+ (3.2)

Figure 3.2. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)]2 solution in CH3CN / 0.1

M TBAH recorded at a glassy carbon electrode under («) Ar, (—) 7 mM and (--) 36

mM of CO2.
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However, the expected potential shift of 30 mV per decade for that type of reaction

(EC reaction) as the scan rate changed was not observed. Moreover, the irreversibility

of the peak depended on the concentration of C02 (Fig. 3.2). Complete irreversibility

of the Ni(II/I) couple was seen when the concentration of C02 exceeded 36 mM.

Also noticeable shifts in redox potentials were not seen with the change in

concentration of C02 as one could expected for an EC reaction[4]. Hence we are

more confident that the CV is characteristic of an ECE reaction. Our attempts to

model these CVs using Digisim will be described later.

3.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF C02 IN MIXED SOLVENT

SYSTEMS

3.3.1 IN CH3CN/H2O

Introduction of H20 to the CH3CN/[Ni(cyclam)]2+/C02 system resulted in a

dramatic increase in the catalytic current of the cyclic voltammogram (Fig. 3.3). In

order to identify the origin of the peak, the experiment was repeated without either

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ or C02 in the presence of the rest of the components. As can be seen

from cyclic voltammograms (Fig. 3.4) neither a peak nor an increase in the current

was observed. Therefore, the large peak near -1.5 V must have resulted from nickel

cyclam catalysed C02 reduction. No shift in the peak potentials was observed when

the scan rate dependence of the peak current was investigated. The lipc/v1/2 I values

were decreased as the scan rate increased. This is the expected response for an EC

catalytic reaction[5].
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Fig. 3.3. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate lOOmV/s) at a GC electrode in
CH3CN/O.IM TBAH/10% H20 (—) under Ar, (—) under C02 for 3 mM

[Ni(cyclam)]2+.

Fig. 3.4. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate lOOmV/s) at a GC electrode (a) (—) in

CH3CN/0.1M(Bu)4NPF6 under Ar, (b) (—) in CH3CN/O.IM TBAH/10% H20 under
Ar and (c) (—) in CH3CN/0.1M TBAH/10% H20 under C02.
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In contrast to the case of the mercury electrode, the catalytic current linearly

depended on the bulk concentration of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ which is indicative of a

homogeneous catalytic process (Fig. 3.5), i.e. the homogeneous catalytic reduction of

CO2. This is not an entirely surprising result since [Ni(cyclam)]2+ has been

successfully used as a photocatalyst for CO2 reduction to CO[6, 7],

Fig. 3.5 Dependence of the catalytic current on the solution concentration of nickel

cyclam in a CH3CN / 10% H2O solution under CO2 at a glassy carbon electrode.

Interestingly, when the scan range was extended to more negative potentials

in CH3CN/H2O under C02 a second reduction peak near -1.8 V was observed (Fig.

3.6) in the cyclic voltammogram. A similar observation has been reported by Fujihira

et al. but further investigation has not been carried out at a glassy carbon electrode

since the observed current is less than that of a mercury electrode[l], A reduction of
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protons as the cause of this second peak can be ruled out since the cyclic

voltammogram under Ar does not show any peaks (Fig. 3.4). Unlike the first

reduction peak the catalytic current is less dependent on the bulk concentration of the

nickel complex indicating a surface process. The peak current observed for the

second peak was much larger than the first peak, which is often the case when both

solution and surface catalytic waves are observable[7a].

Fig. 3.6 Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate lOOmV/s) at GC electrode in CH3CN/0.1M

TBAH/10% H20 (—) under Ar, (—, —) under C02 for 1 mM Ni(cyclam)2+.

The next step was to investigate the influence of proton concentration on the

catalysis. The peak heights of both features in the cyclic voltammogram were

measured while changing the ratio of CH3CN: H20. Both peak heights increased as
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the amount of H20 increased up to 2% (Fig. 3.7). But on adding more water a slight

decrease in the catalytic current was seen for the first peak (at -1.5 V) before reaching

a steady value at 4% H20. The second peak height (at -1.8 V) behaved similarly. The

dependence on water concentration shown in Fig. 3.7 does not follow the steep

decrease in the solubility curve (Fig. 2.8, Chapter 2). It is possible that the decreases

in the catalytic current due to the solubility of C02 are almost compensated by

increases in the degree of adsorption as a function of water concentration as shown in

Fig 2.16. Also note that there is considerable error in estimating the peak current of

the first wave since it is so close to the much larger surface catalytic wave.

400 i

10 12

v/v % H20

Fig. 3.7 Dependence of the catalytic current for peaks at (♦) E = -1.5 v and (*) E = -

1.8 V under C02 atmosphere with the added volume of water at a glassy carbon

electrode (area = 0.0707 cm2) for a 1 mM solution of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in CH2CN/0.1M

TBAH.
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The influence of the structure of the catalyst on the catalytic activity was also

investigated. The obtained results are given in Table 3.1. Similar peak heights for the

first peak were observed for all investigated complexes in the cyclic voltammogram.

From these data it is clear that in apparent contrast to surface catalysis (as we shall

see in chapter 4), the structure of the macrocyclic complex has little influence on the

first catalytic peak (-1.5 V) which means that the catalytic activity purely depends on

the bulk concentration of nickel(II). However, the second catalytic peak (-1.8 V) is

markedly dependent on structure for some complexes. This is possibly caused by

steric hindrance of the substituent group to the binding of the nickel(I) centre to either

CO2 or the electrode surface.

Table 3.1 Catalytic currents observed under CO2 for 1 mM solutions in CH3CN/O.IM

TBAH /10% H20 at a glassy carbon electrode (area = 0.0707 cm2).
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3.3.2 IN CH3CN/CH3OH

Methanol was tried as a proton source for the CO? reduction. Two reduction

waves were observed near -1.5 V and -1.8 V under C02 as in the case of H20. The

magnitude of both waves increased in a non-linear fashion with increasing amounts

of methanol present in the solution (Fig. 3.8). No further enhancement in the catalytic

wave was observed for the first reduction beyond 10 % CH3OH whereas the catalytic

current reached a constant value for the second reduction at 20 % CH3OH. The

limiting value for the first catalytic wave in both CH3CN/H20 and CH3CN/CH3OH

systems was approximately the same but in the CH3CN/H20 system it was reached

only with 3% H20. However, the limiting value for the second catalytic wave in

CH3CN/CH3OH systems was much less than in CH3CN/H20.

250 -1
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Fig. 3.8. Dependence of the catalytic current for peaks at (♦) E = -1.5 v and (") E = -

1.8 V under C02 atmosphere with the added volume of CH3OH at a glassy carbon
electrode (area = 0.0707 cm2) for a 1 mM solution of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in CH3CN/O.IM
TBAH.
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3.4 THE BINDING CONSTANT OF CARBON DIOXIDE TO NICKEL

CYCLAM

The crucial step for the reduction of C02 to CO by [Ni(cyclam)]+ seems to be

the addition of the C02 to an axial coordination site of the nucleophilic metal

complex (eqn. 3.3).

Despite considerable interest in the reduction of carbon dioxide by nickel(II)

complexes kinetic information regarding the binding of C02 to these complexes is

lacking. Therefore we have made an attempt to determine the binding constant to

nickel cyclam electrochemically by measuring the shift in the half-wave potential

(Ei/2) as a function of C02 concentration. This approach is based on the following

idea: consider equations (3.4) and (3.5) in which the Mn/M' couple is

electrochemically reversible and M1 reacts with C02 to form a 1:1 complex , but M11

does not.

[Ni(cyclam)]+ + C02 [Ni(cyclam)(C02)]+ (3.3)

M (3.4)

M' + C02 M'-C02 (3.5)

M11 + e + C02 ^ M'-C02 (3.6)
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The Mn/M' couple given in equation (3.6) will exhibit Nernstian behaviour with a

potential given by equation (3.7)

The binding of c02 to the reduced species (eq. 3.5) lowers the equilibrium m1

concentration so that the effective M'Vm1 potential is shifted positive of e° by an

amount which increases with Kco2 and [C02]. It is assumed that the diffusion

coefficients of the oxidised and reduced forms were sufficiently close so that Ei/2 in

the absence of c02 could be used as e° in the equation (3.7). The intercept of the

linear plot of Ei/2 vs ln[C02] can be used to obtain the binding constant, Kco2[4, 8, 9].

Fig. 3.9 shows the cyclic voltammograms recorded in the presence of various

C02 concentrations in CH3OH. A positive shift in redox potentials and a decrease in

reversibility of the redox couple was observed as the concentration of C02 increased

(Table 3.2 summarises the Ej/2 values for various concentrations of C02). An

enhancement in peak heights was also observed indicating that catalysis also takes

place. This is not unexpected, since CH3OH itself can act as a proton source for the

catalytic reaction. It was found that the plot of Ei/2 versus ln[C02] can be fitted to a

linear equation suggesting that the modified Nernst equation (3.7) is applicable. The

slope obtained from the above plot was 0.019 V/decade. This value is approximately

25% less than the theoretical value of 0.026 V/decade. This error could have resulted
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from the catalytic process which does not allow true reversibility of equation (3.6).

The binding constant calculated from these data is equal to 1.0 M'1.

Fig. 3.9 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)]2+ solution in CH3OH

recorded at a glassy carbon electrode under (--) 2.6 mM, (—) 12 mM and (--) 132 mM

of CO2 (scan rate =100 mV s"1).
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Table 3.2 Em values of 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)]2+ solution in CH3OH at a glassy carbon

electrode under various concentrations of C02.

Concentration of C02 (mM) E1/2 (V)

0.0 1.370

2.59 1.360

22 1.309

66 1.295

132 1.286

In CH3CN the redox potentials under various concentrations of CO? were shifted only

within a small potential range (35 mV) and also the reversibility of the redox couple

was completely lost when the CO? concentration exceeded 36 mM. These conditions

made it hard to calculate accurate values for Ei/2 in CH3CN. Assuming that Epc and

Epa were quite close to E1/2, the Epc value was approximately taken as the value of E1/2

in the calculation of binding constant of C02 to nickel cyclam. Such a mathematical

approximation is reasonable within a marginal error since change in Epa due to the

heterogeneous rate constant and a should not depend on C02 concentration. Further

justification of this approximation could be obtained by reference to[9a, p 224], The

plot of Epc versus ln[C02] is given in Fig. 3.10. The binding constant calculated from

the intercept is 3.4 M"1. Previously, Fujita et al. have reported the C02 binding

constant to [Ni(cyclam)]2+ at a carbon fiber microelectrode to be 4 ± 2 M"1 in

acetonitrile [10] which is in good agreement with our data.
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Fig. 3.10 The plot of Epc versus ln[C02] at glassy carbon electrode in CH2CN for 1

mM solution of [Ni(cyclam)]2+.

3.5 THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF [Ni(cyclam)]2+

Since electrode reactions are heterogeneous by nature, mass transport always

plays an important role and frequently dominant role. A complete analysis of any

electrochemical process requires the identification of all the individual steps and

where possible their quantification. Therefore, determination of parameters such as

diffusion coefficients of the oxidised and reduced species and the number of electrons

involved will provide a clear insight into understanding of the electrochemical

process.
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The diffusion coefficient of nickel cyclam and other nickel complexes and the

number of electrons involved were determined independently using a Pt micro-disc

electrode as described previously!! 1]. It was shown that one can usually normalise

the tip current with respect to its steady state value with the tip far away from a

substrate in the scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM); i.e., with respect to

equation 3.8.

id ss = 4nFDca (3-8)

It was also shown that one could extract D, independently of n, A and C, directly

from the normalised transient SECM current. To analyse the microdisc

chronoamperometric response, one can use a semi-analytical approach based on the

anology between diffusion to a sphere and that to a disc. It is shown that the diffusion

controlled current response of a microdisc of radius a is the same as that at a

hemisphere of radius rs, rs =2a/7t. The current at a sphere is

_ nFADl,2c nFADc (3 9)W " mm rs

The analogous equation for a microdisc is

id = 7t1/2nFD1/2ca2t~1/2 + 4nFDca (3.10)

Normalising eqn. 3.10 with respect to the steady state current (eqn. 3.8) yields

UO/itss = b"2/4) a( Dt) 'm + 1 (3.11)
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From eqn. 3.11, id(t)/id,ss is clearly a linear function of t"1/2. The procedure for the

direct measurement of D involves recording an i-t curve with a microdisc electrode

over a time window which spans the transient and the steady state regions. The

chronoamperometric data are then normalised with respect to the steady state current.

A plot of id(t)/id,ss vs t-1/2 is a straight line with an intercept of one and slope, S. If a

is known, one can evaluate D from eqn. 3.12.

D = 7ta2/16S2 (3.12)

The diffusion coefficient of nickel cyclam and the number of electrons

involved in the redox process was determined at a Pt microdisc electrode (radius = 68

|im) in CH3CN and KC104. The potential was stepped from 0.0 V to 1.2 V (Ni(III/II)

redox couple at Pt = 1.03 V vs SCE) during a period of 750 ms. The cathodic step

was chosen in order to eliminate any errors caused by hydrogen evolution while

stepping to negative potentials. The accuracy of the method was tested using

ferrocene since the diffusion coefficient is well known. The obtained results, which

are in good agreement with earlier published data[12-14], are given in Table 3.3.

Interestingly, in 0.1 M KC104 nickel cyclam displayed a higher diffusion coefficient

than in CH3CN. This is somewhat unexpected since ions move more quickly in non¬

aqueous media than in aqueous media due to lack of hydrogen bonds or solvation

effects.
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Table 3.3 D and n values obtained at a Pt micro-disk electrode (radius = 68 jam) for 1

mM solutions of the complexes in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAH as the supporting

electrolyte.

Compound Solvent D (cm2 s-'yiO6 n

This Work Lit [ref.]

Ferrocene ch3cn 10.1+0.4 20.0[ 14] 1.1 ±0.1

Cyclam ch3cn 5.2 ±0.7 5.3[12] 0.8 ±0.2

h2o 10.6 ±0.1 35.9[13] 0.9± 0.2

3.6 ROTATING DISC ELECTRODE STUDIES

RDE current- voltage curves recorded at a glassy carbon electrode under C02

for 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)]2+ solution in 0.1 M KC104 are given in Fig. 3.11 Two plateau

regions were observed at slower rotation rates near -1.1 V and - 1.5 V. As the scan

rate increased a new plateau appeared at -0.6 V and the plateau at -1.5 V became

sloping. The current plateau near -0.6 V was also observed when the experiment was

repeated with and without the presence of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ under Ar revealing that the

current plateau could have been caused by air. The current plateaux which could have

been expected as a result of the reduction of nickel cyclam were not observed when
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the current- voltage curves were recorded under an inert atmosphere. This is not

entirely surprising because the strong hydrogen evolution could have masked the

Ni(II) reduction current plateau.

The iL vs co1/2 plots for the plateau at -1.5 V were linear indicating conformity

of the Levich equation 3.13 which also indicates that the process is diffusion

controlled and proportional to the equilibrium concentration of the electroreducible

species (Fig. 3.12). Therefore under these conditions no kinetic parameters can be

obtained.

iL = 41.71nAD2/3Ccol/2 (3.13)

where units of A, C and co are in cm2, mM and r.p.m respectively.
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POTENTIAL (V) Vs SCE

Fig. 3.11 i-E curves as a function of rotation rate recorded at a rotating carbon disc

electrode (area = 0.196 cm2) under C02 (scan rate 100 mV/s) for rotation rates a) 0 b)

100 c) 400 d) 1000 e) 1600 f) 2500 g) 3600 r.p.m for 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2

solution in a 0.1M KCIO4.

The slope of the Levich plots of current at -1.5 V (Fig. 3.12) was found to be 4.3 mA

1 /9

rpm" , which is lower than the theoretically predicted value for a 2e reduction

process (5.5 mA rpm"1/2). Eggins et al. reported a Levich slope of ca. 13 p.A rad"1/2 for

electrode catalysed reduction of C02 at a carbon electrode which is also much lower

than the theoretically predicted value[15]. Another feature of this Levich plot is that
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the graph does not pass through zero. This non-zero intercept can be accounted for by

the background current contribution (e.g. current from hydrogen evolution) to the

total RDE limiting current.
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Fig. 3.12 i-co1/2 plots at E =-1.5 V for the limiting currents in Fig. 3.11.

Interestingly, a different behaviour to that from glassy carbon was observed

under CO2 when RDE current-voltage curves were recorded using Au and Cu

electrodes. The RDE current-voltage curves recorded at an Au electrode under CCA is

shown in Fig. 3.13. A Cu electrode showed similar behaviour except that the limiting

current plateau was seen at a more positive potential (-0.9 V) than that of the Au

electrode. The iL- (01/2 plots were linear for both electrodes. Levich slope (3.02 pA

4.2896X + 116.21

0.9955
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rprrf172) calculated from the iL- col/2 plots indicate a le reduction process and caused

by Ni(II/I) reduction. These plateaux were not observed under an Ar atmosphere,

possibly, as a result of being masked by the hydrogen evolution current. The

appearance of the plateaux under CCF suggest that the presence of CCA somehow

suppress the hydrogen evolution enabling the observation of Ni(II/I) reduction

plateaux. One plausible explanation for this behaviour is that CO2 molecules are

adsorbed onto the electrode surface and this prevents the recombination of H+, thus

suppressing the hydrogen evolution. Indeed, the adsorption of CO2 onto Au and Cu

has been reported during the electrode catalysed reduction of C02[16, 17].

Fig. 3.13 i-E curves as a function of rotation rate recorded at a rotating gold disc

electrode (area = 0.196 cm2) under CO2 (scan rate 100 mV/s) for rotation rates a) 100

b) 400 c) 1000 d) 1600 e) 2500 f) 3600 g) 4900 r.p.m for 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2

solution in a 0.1M KCIO4.
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3.7 PRODUCT ANALYSIS

3.7.1 BULK ELECTROLYSIS

In order to identify the products of CO2 reduction bulk electrolysis was

carried out at -1.5 V and -1.8 V (vs SCE) using a glassy carbon rod as the working

electrode. Electrospray Mass Spectromery (ESI-MS) was used to analyse the products

in the solution phase since it has been successfully used to identify organic species

such as formate, oxalate, glycolate and lactate[ 18]. Prior to injection of the

electrolysed solution, a mixture of anticipated products, HCOOH and H2C2O4 was

injected into the spectrometer. The negative electrospray mass spectrum is shown in

Fig. 3.14. The ions at m/z 44.8, 88.7 and 144.6 correspond to HCOO, HC204" and

PF6" respectively. The other signals can be attributed to contaminants of the column

since they were detected even in the background spectrum. When electrolysed

solution under C02 at -1.5 V was injected into the spectrometer a large signal at m/z

= 88.07-89 was observed indicating the production of oxalate during the bulk

electrolysis. No signal corresponding to formate was observed. Interestingly, when

electrolysis was carried out at -1.8 V neither oxalate nor formate was detected. Such

potential dependence of the products has been also reported by Eggins et. al. for

electrode catalysed reduction of C02 at a glassy carbon electrode[19].
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Fig. 3.19 Negative electrospray mass spectra of HCOO", HC204" and PF6" ions.

3.7.2 ROTATING RING DISC ELECTRODE METHOD

As described in previous chapters the main product in the catalysed reduction

of C02 is CO. A rotating ring(Pt)-disc(C) electrode was employed to confirm the CO

product. If the disc electrode is fixed at a potential where the catalytic reduction

occurs, the CO produced will be thrown onto the platinum ring electrode when the

electrode is rotated. At the same time, if the ring electrode is polarised in a potential

range where CO can be oxidised, the ring current can be indicative of the quantity of

C02 in the solution[20].
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Based on this idea, a set of ring cyclic voltammograms recorded at varying

disc potentials, in a CO2 saturated solution were recorded as shown in Fig. 3.15.

Before the experiment, the ring potential was scanned continuously in the range -0.4

V to 1.0 V in order to define the activity of the platinum ring electrode for CO

oxidation. The cyclic voltammograms were recorded as the disc electrode potential

was poised more negatively into the region where CO2 is reduced. When the disc

electrode was polarised at -1.4 V, a small CO oxidation peak was observed near

+0.45 V indicating that CO was produced on the disc at -1.4 V. This is consistent

with the data reported previously[20]. As the disc potential was polarised more

negatively the peak at +0.45 V increased indicating that more CO was produced.

Then the disc electrode was fixed at -1.5V and the CO generated at the disc

monitored with varying rotation rates. However, the magnitude of the CO oxidation

peak remained stable. This is probably because adsorption sites on the platinum were

already saturated by CO produced at the disc.
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Figure 3.15. Ring electrode cyclic voltammograms of a rotating ring (Pt)-disc (C)
electrode, at different disc electrode potentials: (a) -1.3 V (b) -1.4 V and (c) -1.5 V
under C02 (scan rate 100 mV/s, rotation rate 400 r.p.m).
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3.7.3 DEPENDENCE OF THE OXIDATION CURRENT OF ADSORBED CO

ON THE C02 CONCENTRATION

Since CO produced at the carbon disc in the process of C02 reduction could

be identified on the Pt ring we attempted to use this method as a quantitative

analytical method to quantify C02 concentrations in a solution. Fig. 3.16 shows the

CO oxidation peak currents plotted against C02 concentration in the presence of

catalyst and without the catalyst. A small amount of CO was detected even without

the presence of nickel cyclam. That confirms the ability of the carbon electrode to act

as a catalyst itself for C02 reduction to CO[15]. However, with the presence of nickel

cyclam a dramatic enhancement in CO oxidation current was observed emphasising

the advantage of using nickel cyclam as a catalyst, as shown in Fig. 3.16. The CO

oxidation peak current depends on the C02 concentration in the solution indicating

the number of CO molecules produced is proportional to bulk concentration of C02.

In other words these data indicate that this method can be used to analyse

quantitatively for bulk concentration of C02.
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Fig. 3.16 Ring(Pt) CO oxidation peak currents near 0.4V as a function of the C02

concentration in a solution (a) 0.1 M KC104 and (b) 0.1 M KC104 / 1 mM nickel

cyclam at the disc(GC) potential -1.5V (rotation rate 400 r.p.m, scan rate 100 mV/s).

3.8 SPECTROSCOPY INVESTIGATIONS

3.8.1 UV-VIS SPECTROSCOPY

The UV-Vis spectrum of [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 in CH3CN / 1% H20 showed an

absorption band at 466 nm. This absorption band of Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 has been

assigned to a d-d transition ('Big —> 'B2g) of the square planar

complex[21](octahedral species resulting in transitions at -325 nm (3Blg —> 3Eg) and
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-650 nm (3Big —» 3B2g)[21]). During the bulk electrolysis under C02 a new

adsorption band at 446 nm was developed (Fig.3.17) in CH3CN / 1% H20. This

adsorption band was seen at 450 nm when the electrolysis carried out in (C2H7)2C03 /

1% H20. The appearance of the new adsorption band indicates the formation of a new

species during the bulk electrolysis under C02. In a similar experiment at a mercury

pool electrode in DMF[22] the transition around 350 nm which is distinct from either

spectrum of [Ni(cyclam)]+ or [Ni(cyclam)]2+[23] has been attributed to the formation

of a [Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+ complex. Later the assignment was confirmed by pulse

radio lysis and flash photolysis studies[24]. Therefore, evidently, [Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+

is being formed during the continuous electrolysis of C02 at a glassy carbon

electrode.

nM

Fig. 3.17 Absorption spectrum of electrolysed solution of 1 mM [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2

in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH under C02 in the presence of 1% H20.
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3.8.2 EPR SPECTROSCOPY

The EPR spectrum of the electrolysed solution under C02 in CH3CN / 1%

H20 at room temperature (298 K) showed three signals, gi = 2.185, g2 = 2.137 and g3

= 2.034 (Fig. 3.18). The spectrum resembled an EPR spectrum of a powder or may

have resulted by the particles that deposited on the EPR tube. This is not a surprise

since the electrolysed solution was somewhat cloudy. However, taking into

consideration the different experimental conditions, these g values are consistent with

the g values (gi = 2.196, g2 = 2.137 and g3 = 2.017) reported by Beley et. al. in

frozen DMF (77 K)[22], The authors attributed these g values to the five coordinated

carbonyl adduct of nickel cyclam. These values are also in good agreement with the

values reported for square pyramidal Ni(I) complex of RSRS-

[Ni(HTIM)(NHC(OH)CH3]C104 in frozen CH3CN (77 K) (g, = 2.264, g2 = 2.169 and

g3 = 2.027)[25] which indicates the formation of Ni(I) species, presumably,

[Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+.
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Fig. 3.18 EPR spectrum (at 298 K) of electrolysed solution of 1 mM

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH under C02 in the presence of 1% H20.
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3.9 THE DIGISIM SIMULATION

Taking into consideration of all experimental observations, the cyclic

voltammograms were simulated using Digisim for equations 3.1 and 3.2 in order to

obtain kinetic parameters. DigiSim is a cyclic voltammogram simulating programme

developed by Manfred Rudolph and Friedrich-Schiller in the University of Jena in

Germany[26].The advantage of this programme in that it does not depend upon a

library of mechanisms. The mechanism is entered using a simple notation and

DigiSim then generates all the requests for data input associated with the entered

mechanism. The digisim simulator is based on a fast implicit finite difference (FIFD)

algorithm. Any finite difference treatment of an electrochemical problem requires the

discretization of space and time: the division of the relevant space adjacent to the

electrode surface into volume elements (Fig. 3.19). An exponentially expanding space

grid causes an increase in the thickness of the volume elements as the distance from

the electrode surface increases allowing efficient and accurate treatment of the

concentration profiles associated with reaction layers produced by homogeneous

chemical reactions[27].

Ax Axe(3 Axe2P Axe3(3

Fig. 3.19 Spatial grid for finite difference simulation (B = factor for exponential

expansion of the volume).
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We used Digisim to model the effect of CO2 on [Ni(cyclam)]2+ CVs recorded in

acetonitrile at GC. The simulated cyclic voltammograms for an ECE reaction using

equations 3.14 -3.17 for various concentrations of CO2 are given in Fig. 3.20 and the

simulated parameters in Table 3.4. The parameter used in the simulation are given in

Table 3.5. The simulated CVs somewhat resembled the experimentally recorded CVs

(see Fig. 3.2), although for experimental CVs a total irreversibility was observed in

the presence of 35 mM of CO2. The simulated value of the Keq equals to 2.6 M"1
which is in good agreement with the experimentally obtained Keq, but the simulated kf

is 106 times less than the previously reported value in water[9]. This simulation

confirms that the reaction of C02 with the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ occurs according to an ECE

mechanism is not inconsistent with the observations.

Ni(H) + e ^—
= Ni(I) (3.14)

Ni(I) + CO, - Ni(I)C02 (3.15)
kb

Ni(I)C02+ e —1- Product (CO) (3.16)

Ni(I) + CO ■ Ni(I)CO (3.17)

Table 3.4 Simulated parameters for reaction 3.15 and 3.17

Simulated parameters Reaction

3.15 3.17

Keq / M1 2.6 1 x 1024

kf/MV 10 1 x 109

kb / s"1 4.2 1 x 10"15
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Fig. 3.20 DigiSim output for reaction of CO2 with nickel cyclam (1 mM) for [CO2] =

5, 35, 300 mM (electrode area = 1 cm2, scan rate 160 mV s"1).

Table 3.5 Parameters used in the simulation of reactions 3.14-3.17.

Parameter Value

Dm 5.10"6 (cm2 s"1)

Dco2 1.10"5 (cm2 s"1)

Deo 1.10"5 (cm2 s"1)

a 0.5

E1/2 (reaction 3 .14) -1.5 (V)

Ec (reactions 3.15-3.17) -1.5 (V)
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3.10 PROPOSED MECHANISM FOR HOMOGENEOUS C02 REDUCTION

TO CO

The proposed reaction path for carbon dioxide reduction to CO in the

presence of nickel macrocyclic complexes at glassy carbon electrode is given in

scheme 3.1. The observations described in previous paragraphs suggest that the

formation of CO from carbon dioxide occur via several intermediate steps. First,

carbon dioxide reacts with Ni1 to produce a nickel carbon dioxide complex which is

immediately protonated in the presence of water. The possible existence of such a

doubly protonated carbon dioxide intermediate was also predicted in[28]. Then the

elimination of a water molecule produces a nickel carbonyl complex and further

elimination of CO completes the catalytic cycle. The reduction of C02 to CO occurs

at a similar potential at which Ni(II) is being reduced to Ni(I).

.OH n

OH

Ni
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Ni(II)L2+
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Ni(I)L~C= 0+

-h2o

Ni(I)L
+ C0,
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.O
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+2H +2e

+

+/
Ni(I)L~C

OH
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O

Ni(I)L-C
\+

0H2

Scheme 3.1 Proposed mechanism for homogeneous catalysis.

3.11 CONCLUSIONS

Confirming the previous observations by Fujihira et. al[l] the current density

observed at a GC electrode is much less than that of a mercury electrode. For

example, with 10% v/v FLO the GC electrode gives 5 mA cm"2 whereas mercury

gives typically 10 mA cm"2 in pure water. However, the onset potential of the
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reduction current for GC is less than for mercury which contradicts previous

reports[l], In comparison to mercury electrodes, the catalytic processes at GC

electrodes display both homogeneous and heterogeneous character whereas only

heterogeneous catalysis at mercury can be detected. This is well supported by the

effect of macrocyclic structure on CO2 reduction which shows that the first peak

height does not depend on the macrocyclic structure while the second peak does.

The analysis of the bulk electrolysis solution by UV-Vis and epr spectroscopy

indicates the existence of a Ni(l) carbonyl adduct. This carbonyl intermediate is

clearly soluble in non-aqueous solvents, whereas it is believed to remain on the

surface of mercury electrodes.

Rotating ring-disc electrode and ESI-MS spectroscopy methods were

successfully employed to detect the reduction products at the GC electrodes. Carbon

monoxide and oxalic acid were detected at the GC electrode while no oxalates were

detected at the mercury electrode.
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3.11 EXPERIMENTAL

Electrochemistry

Cyclic voltammograms were recorded using an EG and G PARC 273A

potentiostat/galvanostat controlled by version 4.11 of the Electrochemistry Research

software running on a PC. The measurements were carried out using a three-necked

glass cell using a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference with a Luggin

capillary and a Pt wire as the counter (auxiliary) electrode. The working electrode

was glassy carbon electrode (BAS MF-2012, area = 0.0707 cm^). The glassy carbon

electrode was polished with an aqueous slurry of fine alumina powder (0.3 pm) on a

polishing microcloth, sonicated for 10 min in water and then rinsed with distilled

water. The solution was purged with Ar for 20 mins before each measurement of

redox potentials. The catalysis was investigated in saturated solution of C02. All the

measurements were done at room temperature (25 °C).

The bulk electrolysis under C02 was carried out in a three-necked glass cell at

a home -made glassy carbon rod electrode (diameter = 2 mm) from which 2 cm was

dipped into the solution. The electrolysed solutions were analysed by ESI-MS.

Rotating disc electrochemistry was recorded using a Pine Instruments RDE 4

(EG & G, Workingham, UK) potentiostat with a Graphtec XY Recorder WX2300

and a Pine Instruments rotator. The working electrode was either a glassy carbon

(diameter = 4 mm) or a gold (diameter = 6 mm) electrode. A Pt wire and a saturated

calomel electrode were used as counter and reference electrodes respectively.
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CHAPTER FOUR

INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATIVE NICKEL MACROCYCLIC

COMPLEXES FOR C02 REDUCTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Systems favouring the formation of the Ni(I) oxidation state are expected to

behave as more efficient electrocatalysts for C02 reduction due to a lower

overpotential for the thermodynamic 2e reduction to CO (-0.52 V Vs SCE at pH = 0).

In this connection, introduction of the electron-withdrawing pendant arms to the

macrocyclic framework could increase the potential of the Nin/I couple and one could

expect that C02 is reduced at a distinctly less negative potential than that observed

when [Ni(cyclam)]2+ is used as an electrocatalyst. Previously, several pentaaza

macrocycles have been investigated for C02 reduction[l]. All the tested complexes

(L1-L4) for C02 reduction have displayed an electrocatalytic efficiency comparable to

that of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ indicating that replacement of a -CH2- group in the ligand

backbone by an amine group does not disturb the catalytic process. The selectivity of

CO/H2 formation in C02 reduction catalysed by nickel macrocyclic complexes

largely depends on the substituents of the ligand. Some of the derivatives are more

reactive towards selective C02 reduction than [Ni(cyclam)]2+. The bulk electrolysis

(at -1.3 V Vs SCE) of fluorinated nickel eye lam complexes(L5-L7) showed that the

efficiency of (CO + H2) gas production and the selectivity of H2/CO markedly

depended upon the number of fluorine atom(s). The CO yield decreased and the

relative amount of H2 increased with the degree of fluorination. However, when the

potential was -1.1 V, the tetrafluorinated cyclam(L7) showed more efficient and
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selective catalytic activity than the nonfluorinated nickel cyclam(H2/CO = 0.06 and

0.14 respectively)[2].
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Fujihara et al. reported the effect of alkylation of nickel cyclam on the activity and the

stability studied by cyclic voltammetry. The examination of a series of C- and N-

alkylated cyclam complexes(L8-Li6) revealed that the complex of N-monomethylated

cyclam was the best catalyst among the catalysts studied in terms of the reduction

potential and the stability, although the highest catalytic peak current was observed

for Ni(II)-cyclam[3], as shown in Table 4.1. However, Fujita et al. reported that C-

methylated complexes of nickel cyclam (C-meso 5, 12-dimethyl-l, 4, 8, 11-

tetraazacyclotetradecane(Ln) and 2, 3, 9, 10-tetramethyl-l, 4, 8, 11-

tetraazacyclotetradecane(Lig)) were better catalysts than nickel cyclam for the

electrocatalytic reduction of C02 in terms of their larger catalytic currents as well as

less negative reduction potentials[4]. The introduction of amino pendant arms to the

cyclam framework(Li9) has been shown to enhanced the catalytic properties in
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comparison to nickel cyclam[5] allowing one to assume that the nature of the pendant

substituent can also play a significant role in the catalytic process.
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Table 4.1 Electrochemical characteristics of nickel(II) complexes C- and N-

alkylated cyclams at a HMDE[3].

COMPLEX E1/2a (V) Ep/2b (V) Ipc (mA cm"2)

cyclam -1.56 -1.31 10.8

U -1.57 -1.33 9.7

U -1.58 -1.35 9.1

L10 -1.48 -1.28 3.8

Ln -1.36 -1.36 1.2

L12 -1.23 -1.34 0.4

L13 -1.02 -1.44 0.2

L14 -1.47 -1.28 2.8

L15 -1.47 -1.28 2.2

Ll6 -1.47 -1.28 2.0

a) Ni redox couple under Ar.

b) peak potential under CO2.

c) catalytic current under CO2.

4.2 PENTAAZA MACROCYCLES WITH PENDANT ARMS
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Scheme 4.1 Pentaaza macrocycles investigated in this chapter.
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In the search for a better catalyst we have examined several new pentaaza

macrocycles. Before testing their efficiency as catalysts for C02 reduction we

examined the NiIII/n and Nin/I redox processes by cyclic voltammetry in CH3CN at a

glassy carbon electrode. All the investigated azacyclam complexes (Scheme 4.1)

exhibit two one electron waves corresponding to Ni(III/II) and Ni(II/I) redox

processes. The corresponding E1/2 values are given in Table 4.2. The number of

electrons involved in the redox process was also confirmed by the microelectrode

chronoamperometric method in CH3CN as described in Chapter 2. The results are

also given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.2. Electrochemical data for the pentaaza macrocyclic complexes at a glassy

carbon electrode in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAH as the supporting electrolyte.

COMPLEX NiM (V) AEp (mV) Nilimi (V) AEp (mV)

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ -1.44 68 1.01 84

[NiL,](C104)2 -1.43 73 0.99 76

[NiL2](C104)2 -1.40 88 1.02 109

[NiL3](C104)2 Not observed - 1.03 105

[NiL4](C104)2 -1.42 84 1.00 92

[NiL5](C104)2 -1.43 128 1.05 90

[NiL6](C104)2 -1.43 90 1.05 95

[NiLv](C104)2 -1.41 88 1.09 92

[NiL8](C104)2 -1.41 73 1.03 87

[NiLy](C104)2 -1.45 108 1.05 119

[NiLlu](C104)2 -1.43 94 1.04 114
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Table 4.3. D and n values obtained at a Pt micro-disk electrode (radius = 68 pm) for 1

mM solutions of the complexes in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAH as the supporting

electrolyte.

compound D (cm s"1) / 10"5

Diffusion Coefficient

n

Number of electrons

[NiL'](C104)2 1.45 ±0.03 0.95 ±0.03

[NiL4](C104)2 0.88 ±0.09 1.06 ±0.14

[NiL6](C104)2 1.18 ±0.02 0.72 ±0.13

[NiL7](C104)2 0.53 ±0.08 1.11 ±0.24

All the observed E1/2 values for the Ni(II/I) and Ni(III/II) redox couples near -1.4 V

and 1.0 V respectively are similar to those of nickel cyclam (Table 4.2). The lack of

significant potential shifts confirms that the pendant groups do not interfere with axial

solvation of the Ni(II) centre or the ligand field. In contrast , large anodic shifts of

potential are observed in N-alkylated Ni macrocyclic complexes[7], Abba et al.

reported a positive shift of Ei/2 (Ni(II/I)) for a series of pentaaza macrocycle with

tolyl sulfonyl substituents[l]. The potential shift was ascribed to the variation of the

intensity of the metal to ligand 7t interactions associated with the change of oxidation

state. The 7t contribution stabilises the Ni(I) state over the Ni(II) state. However, no

such potential shift was observed for pentaaza macrocycles with various pyridinium

substituents[6]. Also when R = -CH3 similar redox potentials to that of nickel cyclam

has been reported[l]. Despite these reported observations, no such potential shifts

were observed for the pentaza macrocyclic complexes investigated in this Chapter.
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In fact, the major difference observed in the cyclic voltammetry was that the

peak separations for both Ni(II/I) and Ni(III/II) redox couples were higher than the

theoretically expected value for a one electron reversible redox process, lying

between 73 to 128 mV depending on the R-substituent group. The higher peak

separations indicate that the redox processes are quasi-reversible on the investigated

time scale and the complexes might have to undergo a structural rearrangement prior

to the transfer of electrons. This supports the view of Zilberman et al. that the redox

processes of tetraaza macrocycles are accompanied by considerable molecular

rearrangements which lead to large peak separations[7]. Recent X-ray studies of

Ni(I) complexes have shown that the Ni-N distances are lengthened (by ~ 0.11

A0)[14] or distortion of the Ni-N4 core (two Ni-N distances differing by ~ 0.1 A0)

without overall expansion[7a].

The efficiency for the C02 reduction was investigated at a HMDE or a

mercury plated Ag electrode in a carbon dioxide saturated 1 mM solution of catalyst.

Interestingly the catalytic activity of [NiL4]2+ strongly depended on the type of

electrolyte used. The results are summarised in Table 4.4. In DMF and acetate buffer

solutions, both nickel cyclam and [NiL4]2+ showed comparable activity. However, in

bicarbonate buffer solution the catalytic current measured for the [NiL4]2+ was about

one third that for [Ni(cyclam)]2+ whereas in NaOAc it was doubled under the same

conditions. These discrepancies in catalytic current may have resulted from pH

changes in the solution while bubbling C02 through the solution. As described in

Chapter 2 the catalytic current strongly depends on the pH of the solution as well as

the electrolyte.
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Table 4.4. Electrochemical data of NiL4 for the electrocatalytic reduction of C02 in

aqueous and nonaqueous media at a hanging mercury drop electrode (area = 0.0087

cm2).

Complex Electrolyte E1/2(Ni,m) AEp(mV) EPC(V) ipC(ftA)

[NiL4](C104)2 O.IMKHCO3 -1.4 - -1.41 33

O.lMNaOAc -1.53 60 -1.46 62

O.IMKCIO4 -1.56 160 -1.64 86

CH3COOH + -1.53 70 -1.57 103

CH3COONa

DMF -1.61 230 -1.75 3.2

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ 0.1M KHCO3 -1.4 - -1.36 92

O.lMNaOAc -1.43 60 -1.80 30

O.IMKCIO4 -1.57 150 -1.65 80

CH3COOH + -1.57 100 -1.62 108

CH3COONa

DMF -1.61 - -1.65 3.37

In comparison to other complexes in aqueous media [NiL4]2+proved to be the

best catalyst for carbon dioxide reduction in terms of catalytic current. Among the

other water soluble catalysts investigated [NiL6]2+ also produced a higher catalytic

current than the nickel cyclam under the similar conditions. As pointed out earlier the

key intermediate of the CO production is rj'-C coordinated Ni'-C02 complex. The

enhanced catalytic can be as a result of favourable electrostatic interaction between

the pendant arm and the Ni'-C02 complex. In other words the protonation of Ni'-C02

complex can be facilitated via formation of hydrogen bonds with the pendant arm. It

should be noted that the pendant arms in the macrocycles described here are too short
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to permit direct axial interaction and spectroscopic studies of these complexes show

there is no interaction[7b], Interestingly, a recovery of the catalysis was seen for these

compounds in the reverse scan of the cyclic voltammogram in comparison to nickel

cyclam (Fig. 4.1). That is to say the current on the reverse sweep does not decay to

zero as it does for nickel cyclam. This reflects a lower tendency to form the

deactivated complex or 'poison' which proved to be a CO adduct of these complexes

(see chapter 2). The observed results in aqueous media are presented in Table 4.5.

Fig.4.1 Cyclic voltammograms of ImM solution of (---) [Ni(cyclam)]2+ (—) [NiL4]2+

in 0.1 M KCIO4 under CO2 at a mercury plated Ag electrode (area = 0.0314 cm2,

scan rate 100 mVs"1).
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Table 4.5 Electrochemical data at a mercury plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314

cm2) for the electrocatalytic reduction of C02 in 0.1 M KCIO4.

COMPLEX iPc (fiA) EPC(V)

[Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 165 -1.45

[NiL1](C104)2 153 -1.42

[NiL4](C104)2 189 -1.49

[NiL6](C104)2 181 -1.48

In CH3CN with 10% H20 present, [Ni(cyclam)]2+ showed only an increasing

background as described in chapter 2. Therefore, for comparison purposes we may

use [NiL4]2+ as a reference. The observed catalytic currents are presented in Table

4.6. Complexes [NiL5]24 and [NiL6]3+ produced large catalytic waves under a C02

atmosphere displaying an extremely high activity towards the reduction. Not

surprisingly the catalytic current of [NiL5]2+ and [NiL6]3+ are similar since the same

protonation level is probably reached in C02 saturated aqueous acetonitrile. The bulk

electrolysis data confirmed that the [NiL6]3+ is a better catalyst than [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in

terms of amount of CO produced under the similar conditions (Fig. 4.2). Also

[NiL1]24 displayed a comparable catalytic activity to that of [NiL5]2+ and [NiL6]2+.

Therefore, the proposal that the dimethylamine group acts as a proton donor to the

NiC02+ intermediate complex and facilitates the protonation of the NiC02+ may not

be valid since -(CH2)2-CH3 pendant arm of [NiL1]24 cannot act as a good proton

donor. However, it is reported for the R = -C2H5 pendant arm complex that
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intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the non-coordinated nitrogen atom (which

can be protonated in the presence of proton source) and the axial ligand stabilises the

octahedral geometry of the complex [8, 9]. This only occurs in strong acid as the pKa

for the tertiary nitrogen is extremely low (~2) due to the 2+ charge on the metal

centre. However, protonation is likely to be much easier for Ni(I) complex and this

could be the reason for enhanced catalytic activity of the [NiL']2+ (scheme 4.2). For

example, this might explain the difference between [NiL1]2"1" and [NiL4]2+ since the

corresponding pKa's for propylamine and ethanolamine are 10.71 and 9.50

respectively (but note benzylamine has a comparable pKa to ethanolamine but gives a

much lower current). It is possible that the degree of protonation of the non-

coordinated nitrogen atom is dependent on the nature of the pendant arm, thus

accounting for the different catalytic activities of the investigated complexes

Table 4.6 Electrochemical data at a mercury plated Ag electrode(area = 0.0314 cm2)

for the electrocatalytic reduction of C02 in acetonitrile with 10% H20.

Complex Under Ar Under C02

NiIW (V) AEP (V) ic (M-A) Epc (V)

[NiL1](C104)2 -1.42 130 800 -1.98

[NiL2](C104)2 -1.43 106 678 -1.87

[NiL3](C104)2 -1.48 203 477 -1.90

[NiL4](C104)2 -1.45 79 740 -1.91

[NiL5](C104)2 -1.46 162 813 -1.95

[NiL6](C104)2 -1.45 73 830 -1.92

[NiL7](C1Q4)2 -1.51 280 102 -1.84
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Tabe 4.6 Cont.

Complex Under Ar Under C02

Niim (V) AEP (V) ic (itA) EPC (V)

[NiL8](C104)2 -1.43 84 548 -1.81

[NiLy](C104)2 -1.53 88 688 -1.85

[NiL10](ClO4)2 -1.46 151 564 -1.84

1.2

I

10 20

—I—

30 40 50 60

CHARGE (Q)

70 80 90 100

Fig. 4.2 The amounts of CO produced during the bulk electrolysis of 1 mM solutions

of (♦)[NiL6]3+ and (»)Ni(cyclam)]2+ in CH3CN/10% H2O/0.1 M TBAH at a mercury

pool electrode (potential electrolysis -1.7 V).
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Scheme 4.2 Possible reasons for enhanced catalytic activity of Ni(I) pentaaza

complexes: (a) interaction with pendant arm and (b) interaction with tertiary nitrogen

atom.

[NiL8]2+ showed the poorest catalytic activity for C02 reduction. [NiL8]2+ and

[NiL10]3+ also displayed a lesser catalytic current among the other complexes

investigated. Kimura et al. reported that members of the pyridinium pendant Ni(II)-

cyclam series are also effective as electrocatalysts for C02 reduction (scheme 4.3) in

aqueous solvents. When R = benzyl the catalytic current dropped by 40% in

comparison to [Ni(cyclam)]2+ whereas R = methyl, p-methoxybenzyl and p-

nitrobenzyl displayed a comparable catalytic current to that of [Ni(cyclam)]2+[6], We

interpret this deactivation of the nickel centre as being the result of adsorption of the

pendant ring onto the electrode surface prior to, or in competition with the metal

centre, which in either case either blocks or weakens the adsorption of Ni(I) centre.
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Scheme 4.3 Structure of the nickel cyclam complex with the pyridinium pendant

arm[6].

4.3 HEXAAZA MACROCYCLES WITH PENDANT ARMS
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Since a promising catalytic activity for carbon dioxide reduction by methyl-

diaazacyclam (R = -CH3) has been reported previously[10] a further investigation on

hexaaza macrocycles was carried out. The complexes subjected to our investigation

are shown in Scheme 4.4.
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Scheme 4.4 Hexaaza macrocyclic complexes investigated in this Chapter

As in other cases, prior to investigation of the catalytic activity of these

compounds, the redox potentials were determined by cyclic voltammetry at a glassy

carbon electrode in CH3CN. The results are given in Table 4.7. Also the diffusion

coefficient and the number of electrons involved in the redox processes are given in

Table 4.8. The redox potentials of these hexaaza-macrocyclic complexes do not vary

considerably with the different alkyl groups attached to the uncoordinated nitrogen

atoms and they are similar to that of nickel cyclam or pentaaza-macrocyclic

complexes. It is clear that the electron density on the metal atom or hole size of the

macrocycle is not significantly affected by the nature of the pendant arm, nor is the

axial solvation of the metal centre.
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Table 4.7. Electrochemical data for the hexaaza macrocyclic complexes at a glassy

carbon electrode in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAH as the supporting electrolyte.

COMPLEX NiIW (V) AEp (mV) Nimm (V) AEp (mV)

[NiLn](C104)2 -1.43 86 0.99 92

[NiL12](C104)2 -1.42 91 1.02 62

[NiL13](C104)2 -1.41 91 1.03 87

Table 4.8. D and n values obtained at a Pt micro-disk electrode (radius = 68 jam) for 1

mM solutions of the complexes in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAH as the supporting

electrolyte.

compound D (cm s-1) / 10"6 n

Diffusion Coefficient Number of electrons

[NiLn](C104)2 2.27 ±0.31 0.94 ±0.10

[NiL12](C104)2 12.2 ±0.43 0.79 ±0.04

[NiL13](C104)2 3.77 ±0.31 1.09 ±0.07

The observed catalytic currents and corresponding peak potentials at a

hanging mercury drop electrode in CH3CN with the presence of 10% water are

presented in Table 4.9. The current density of [NiL13]2+ is similar to that previously

reported by our group[10] but we do not observe an increase in current for [NiLl3]2+

on prolonged bubbling of CO2. The catalytic activity increased along the series R = -
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CH3 > -C2H5 > -C2H4OH. The [NiLl3]2+ complex produced the highest catalytic

current among the investigated hexaaza macrocyclic complexes, but the current

densities were only 1/3 of those observed for the pentaza macrocyclic complexes. The

crystallographic structures of these complexes indicate that one pendant arm is

pointing above the coordinated nitrogen plane while the other arm is below[18]. This

orientation of the pendant arms could hinder axial binding of approaching ligands

(scheme 4.5a) as well as for the adsorption of these complexes onto the electrode

surface (scheme 4.5b). The decrease in catalytic current as the length of pendant arm

is increased supports this idea. Indeed, Gobi et al. reported on the evidence of

spectroscopic data that propenyl groups (R = -CH2-CH=CH2) block the axial

coordination sitesfll]. However, this effect was not pronounced for propyl groups (R

= -C3H7)[11],

Table 4.9 Electrochemical data at hanging mercury drop electrode (area = 0.0087

cm") for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 in acetonitrile with 10% H2O.

COMPLEX iPc ((J-A) Epc (V)

[NiL1'1(0104)2 57 -1.60

[NiL12](C104)2 73 -1.76

[NiL°](C104)2 89 -1.64
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N

Scheme 4.5a Blocking of the axial coordination site due to interaction with the

pendant arm[l 1],

Scheme 4.5b Possible orientation of the adsorbed (a) pentaaza (b) hexaaza

macrocyclic complexes on the electrode surface.
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4.4 HEXAAZA TRI-CYCLO COMPLEX
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The Nin/I redox potential of [NiLl4]2+ (L = 1, 3, 6, 8, 12, 15-

hexaazatricyclo[13.3.1.1]isosane) is significantly less cathodic than that of nickel

cyclam (Table 4.10). Spectral properties of N-alkylated macrocyclic ligands have

shown that the ligand field strength of the macrocycle decreases with the addition of

each N-alkyl group. A number of studies have established that a decrease in the

ligand field strength of the macrocyclic ligand results in an anodic shift of both the

oxidation and reduction potentials of their metal complexes[7, 12]. The decrease in

the ligand field strength results in a larger radius of the [NiLl4]2+ complex making the

macrocyclic hole in [NiL14]2+ larger and more flexible. Therefore the attainment of

the Ni(I) state is easier[7, 13].
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Table 4.10 Electrochemical data at a glassy carbon electrode for 1 mM solutions of

[NiLl4]2+ and [Ni(cyclam)]2+ in acetonitrile with 0.1 M TBAH as the supporting

electrolyte.

COMPLEX Niim (V) AEp (mV) Ninmi (V) AEp (mV)

Ni-cyclam -1.44 68 1.01 84

[NiL14](C104)2 -1.12 68 1.28 74

The cyclic voltammogram under C02 at a mercury plated electrode in CH3CN

with the presence of 10% water is shown in Fig.4.3. An irreversible peak which

corresponds to reduction of C02 was seen near -1.56 V. Most interestingly, the Ni[I/I

couple remained unaffected under a C02 atmosphere. This unusual behaviour is

unique among the complexes investigated in this chapter. A sharp anodic peak was

observed near -0.14 V on the reverse scan which is evidence for the removal of a

insoluble carbonyl adduct produced during carbon dioxide reduction (Chapter 2).
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Fig. 4.3 Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mV/s, SCE reference electrode) at a

mercury plated Ag electrode fori mM solution of [NiL14]2+ complex (---)under Ar

and (---) under C02 in CH3CN/0.1M TBAH with 10% H20 .

The peak height of the cyclic voltammogram changed as the amount of water present

in the solvent system changed as plotted in Fig. 4.4. At first the catalytic current

increased with increasing amounts of water in the solvent system and then began to

decline until it reached a limiting value. We propose the following reason to explain

the observed pattern of the catalytic current. First, the catalytic current increases as

the proton concentration required for the catalytic process increased in the solvent

system. A further increase of the water ratio in this solvent system decreased the

solubility of carbon dioxide causing a decline in catalytic current.
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Fig. 4.4 Dependence of the catalytic current with added volume of water to a solution

of 1 mM [NiL14]2+ in CH3CN/0.1M TBAH.

The plot i/[C02] vs v/v H20 is shown in Fig. 4.5. It indicates that the availability of

protons controls the efficiency of the catalysis until the water volume reached 5% of

the total volume in the solvent system. At this point one can assume that the

minimum proton concentration required for maximum turnover has been reached.

This value is approximately 2.5 times higher than the theoretically expected value

(calculated on the assumption that one mole C02 requires two moles of protons to be

reduced to CO).
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Fig. 4.5 Dependence of [catalytic current/C02 concentration] with the volume of
water present in the solvent system calculated by using data in Figs. 4.4 and 2.8 in

Chapter 2.

4.4.1 FORMATION OF A CARBONYL COMPLEX

When a solution of (R, R, S, S)-[Ni(II)L14](C104)2 in CH3CN is electrolysed at

a mercury pool electrode at -1.5 V under Ar the colour of the solution changed from a

pale orange (A,max = 478 nm) to a dark blue. The UV-Vis spectrum of the blue solution

showed the appearance of two new absorption bands in the regions of 585 nm and

350 nm (Fig. 4.6). A similar observation has been reported by Paik Suh et al. when
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(R, R, S, S)-[Ni(II)L14](C104)2 was stirred with Na(Hg) in CH3CN under Ar and the

resulting blue solution has been ascribed to (R, R, S, S)-[Ni(II)L14]+ species [14].
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Fig. 4.6 Absorption spectrum of 10 mM (R, R, S, S)-[NiL14]+ solution in CH3CN/0.1

M TBAH under Ar.

Electrolysis of (R, R, S, S)-[Ni(II)L14](C104)2 under C02 produced a pale pink

solution. The UV-Vis spectrum of this solution showed a broad absorption peak in

the 470 nm region in comparison to the starting material (Fig.4.7).
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Fig. 4.7 Absorption spectra of 5 mM (R, R, S, S)-[NiL14]2+ solution in CH3CN/O.I M

TBAH a) under Ar b) when electrolysed under CO2 at a mercury pool electrode at -

1.5 V.

When a solution of (R, R, S, S)-[Ni(II)L14](C104)2 in CH3CN is electrolysed at

a mercury pool electrode at -1.5 V under CO the colour of the solution changed from

pale orange (A,max = 478 nm, Fig. 4.8a) to brownish-orange and within a few seconds

it had changed into green. Further electrolysis of this solution resulted in a dark green

solution. Szalda et al. also reported such colour changes for [Ni(cyclam)]2r and

[Ni(DMC)]2 (DMC = 5,12-dimethyl-1,4,8,1 1-tetraazatetradecane-4,11-dien) when

CO was introduced into the solutions of [Ni(cyclam)]+ and [Ni(DMC)]+ prepared by

Na-Hg in CH3CN under vacuum. The colour of the solutions changed from olive to

brownish orange and then to green. The brownish-orange solution has been assigned
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to [Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+ and [Ni(DMC)(CO)]+ respectively and it was suggested that the

brownish orange to green transformation might be as a result of conformational

changes of the carbonyl complexes to more stable species[14], Taking into

consideration the observations of Szalda et al. we believe that the brownish orange

solution is (R, R, S, S)-[Ni(I)Ll4(CO)]+ which later transforms to (R, S, R, S)-

[Ni(I)L14(CO)]+, a species which is green coloured in our case. This belief is also

supported by the claims of Paik Suh et al. during the formation of five coordinated

(R, S, R, S)-[Ni(I)L14(NHC(OH)CH3)](C104) complex from (R, R, S, S)-

[Ni(II)LI4](C104)2 which they managed to isolate and characterise. The (R, S, R, S)-

[Ni(I)L14]-acetamide adduct is produced via the formation of the (R, R, S, S)-

[Ni(I)L14]-acetamide adduct[13].

The UV-Vis spectra of the brownish -orange solution which we believe to be

(R, R, S, S)-[Ni(I)L14(CO)]+ showed an absorption band at 470 nm and an increase in

absorbance below 400 nm (Fig. 4.8b). This spectrum is similar to that of Szalda et al.

reported for the (R, R, S, S)-[Ni(HTIM)(CO)]+ complex[14]. The green solution,

which is possibly due to (R, S, R, S)-[Ni(I)L14(CO)]+ showed three absorption bands

in the regions of 580 nm, 440 nm and 350 nm (Fig. 4.8c). This is somewhat different

from the UV-Vis spectra of [Ni(cyclam)(CO)]+ and [Ni(DMC)(CO)]+, which have

absorption bands at 350 nm and at 625 nm but no absorption band at 440 nm[14].

The exposure to air of this green solution resulted in a yellow solution and the

absorption band at 580 nm decreased gradually during the colour change. However, a

part of the green solution, which could be the [Ni(0)Ll4(CO)] complex, remained

stable even when exposed to air. The brownish orange solution was isolated and kept

in an air-tight cell and the colour of this solution also changed to yellow but the UV-
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Vis spectrum with ^max = 580 nm (Fig. 4.9) suggested that this yellow species was

different from the yellow species resulting from the green solution.

Fig. 4.8 Spectral changes observed during the electrolysis of 5 mM [NiL14]2^ in

CH3CN/O.I M TBAH solution under CO at a mercury pool electrode at -1.5 V

absorption spectra of (R, R, S, S )-[NiL14]2T( ) b) brownish orange solution ((R, R, S,

S)-[NiL14(CO)]+) (--) c) green solution ((R, S, R, S)- [NiL14(CO)]+) (-).
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Fig. 4.9 Spectral changes observed for the coloured solutions during the electrolysis

of 5 mM [NiLI4]2+ in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH solution under CO at a mercury pool

electrode at -1.5 V a) brownish orange solution which turned into yellow (—) b) green

solution which turn into yellow (--).

The electrolysis was also monitored by cyclic voltammetry using a Pt disk

electrode. The cyclic voltammogram under CO showed two plateaux near -1.0 V and

-1.4 V (Fig. 4.10) and on the reverse scan two broad anodic peaks were seen near

+0.56 V and +0.84 V at the scan rate of 100 mVs"1. At lower scan rates a large

oscillatory noise (tosc -9 s) was recorded during the reverse scan (Fig. 4.11).

However, when the scan was reversed at -1.2 V this noise was not observed and only

one anodic peak was observed near +0.8 V (Fig. 4.12). The observation of oscillation

suggests that the species formed near -1.0 V which re-oxidizes at +0.8 V is adsorbed

onto the electrode surface. The broad peaks near - 1.4 V and +0.56 V were also

present when a control experiment in the absence of the metal complex in a
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CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH solution under CO. This indicates that the broad peaks near -

1.4 V and + 0.56 V could have resulted from the direct reduction and desorption of

adsorbed CO on Pt and the peak near -1.0 V caused by [NiL14(CO)]+.

Fig. 4.10 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM [NiL14]2+solution in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH

at a Pt disk electrode (area = 0.00196 cm2, scan rate 100 mV/s, Vs SCE) under a) Ar

b) CO.
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Fig. 4.11 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM [NiL14]2+solution in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH
solution at a Pt disk electrode (radius = 68 (tin) at a scan rate 60 mV/s under CO.

Fig. 4.12 Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM [NiL14]2+ solution in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH

at a Pt disk electrode at a scan rate 60 mV/s under CO when scan was reversed at -1.2

V.
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The cyclic voltammogram of (R, R, S, S)- [NiL14]2 (blue solution) at a Pt micro-disk

electrode is given in Fig. 4.13b and the shift in base line suggests that only 30% of the

[NiL14]2 was electrolysed. It showed a small reversible peak near +0.78 V. The

cause of this reversible peak is not yet known. When CO was introduced into the

[NiL14]2r blue solution the shape of the cyclic voltammogram became similar to the

cyclic voltammogram obtained during the electrolysis of [NiL14]2+ under CO but the

plateau near -1.0 V was shifted more positively by 450 mV (Fig.4.13c).

Fig. 4.13 Cyclic voltammograms of 2 mM [NiL14]2r solution in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH

at a Pt micro-disk electrode (scan rate 100 mV/s, Vs SCE) a) under Ar b) during the

electrolysis at mercury pool electrode (-1.5 V) under Ar c) when introduced CO.
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The cyclic voltammogram of the electrolysed solution under C02 at the Pt

micro-disk electrode showed two plateaux near +0.7 V and +1.0 V (Fig. 4.14). In

comparison to the cyclic voltammogram electrolysis under CO (Fig. 4.10) no plateau

was observed near -1.0 V. This supports the idea that the peak near -1.4 V during the

electrolysis under CO is caused by [NiL14(CO)]+. Moreover, when the solution was

allowed to stand for a while under Ar the cyclic voltammogram resembled the one

obtained during the electrolysis under CO (Fig. 4.10) and also showed two plateaux

near -1.0 V and -1.4 V (Fig. 4.15). These plateau could have resulted from the

decomposition of the [NiL14(C02)]+ complex to [NiL14(C02)]+ and CO. Earlier, Fujita

et al. reported that production of [Co(I)L(CO)]+ (L = 12, 14, 14-hexamethyl-l, 4, 8,

1 l-tetraazacycloteradeca-4, 11-diene) and CO during the decomposition of

[Co(I)L(C02)]+ to [Co(II)L]2+ on the basis of IR spectroscopic evidence[15]. Based

on the above mentioned observations the proposed reactions are given in Scheme 4.5.
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yellow
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[NiL 14]2+
yellow

(RRSS)-[NiL14]2- C° » (RRSS)-[NiL14(CO)]+ (RSRS)-[NiL14(CO)]+
pale-orange

^ brownish-orange green

(RSRS)-[NiL14(CO)]°
dark green

C02

H

(RRSS)-[NiL14(C02)]+
pale-pink

(RRSS)-[NiL14]+
blue

Scheme 4.5 Proposed reactions of [NiL14]2+
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Fig. 4.14 Cyclic voltammograms of 5 mM [NiL14]2" solution in CH3CN/0.1 M TBAH

at a Pt micro-disk electrode (scan rate 100 mV/s, Vs SCE) a) under Ar b) when

electrolysed under CO2.

Fig.4.15 Cyclic voltammogram of 5 mM [NiL14]2+ + solution in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH
under CO2 at a Pt micro-disk electrode (scan rate 100 mV/s, Vs SCE) recorded after

leaving electrolysed solution for one hour.
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4.4.2 FTIR STUDY OF ELECTROCATALYSIS OF C02 REDUCTION

USING [NiL14]2+

The formation of the carbonyl complex was monitored by in situ FTIR

spectroscopy using a gold electrode in a 2 mM solution of [NiL14]2+ in CH3CN. The

electroreduction was carried out at -1.5 V under both C02 and CO atmospheres. The

observed IR spectra after subtracting the background before applying the potential are

given in figures 4.16 and 4.17. A band near 2050 cm"1 was developed under CO

atmosphere (Fig. 4.16) indicating the formation of Ni(CO)4 complex[16].

Unfortunately, there was no firm evidence for any other carbonyl containing

products. Interestingly, both spectra contained a band in the region of 1680 cm"1

which can be assigned to the C=0 stretch in C032" species. The bands between 2200

cm"1 and 2400 cm"1 can be assigned to the following: free C02 at 2342 cm"1,

coordinated CH3CN (2337 cm"1 and 2325 cm"1) and free CH3CN at 2272 cm"1 and

2255 cm"][15].
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Fig. 4.16.FTIR spectrum of the electrolysed solution of 2 mM [NiL14]"+ in CH3CN/

0.1 M TBAH at a Au electrode under CO after subtracting the background.
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Fig. 4.17 FTIR spectrum of the electrolysed solution of 2 mM [NiLl4]2+ in CH3CN/

0.1 M TBAH at a Au electrode under CCb after subtracting the background.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS

Introduction of pendant arms onto the macrocyclic framework does not alter

the redox properties significantly. However, the catalytic activity of the macrocyclic

complexes strongly depends on the nature of the pendant arms. In terms of catalytic

current, [NiL1] and [NiL46] are better catalysts than nickel cyclam probably due to

formation of hydrogen bonds between the coordinated carbon dioxide and either the

pendant arm or the non-coordinated tertiary nitrogen atom. The introduction of two

pendant arms and pendant arms which alkylate the coordinated nitrogen atoms of the

macrocycle invariably decrease the catalytic activity, most likely due to the steric

hindrance between the pendant arms and either: (1) the adsorption sites of the

electrode surface, (2) or the vacant axial site of the nickel centre.

UV-Vis spectroscopy and colour changes show that (RRSS)-[NiL14]+

isomerises to (RSRS)-[NiL14]+ under either a C02 or a CO atmosphere.
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4.6 EXPERIMENTAL

Electrochemistry

See experimental sections in Chapters 2 and 3.

Synthesis

[NiL12](004)2 (3, 8-bis-ethyl-l, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12-hexaazacyclotetradecane nickel(II)

perchlorate)[17]

To a stirred solution (50 ml) of NiCl2.6H20 (11.5g) slowly added ethylenediamine

(6.8 ml), 36 % formaldehyde (20 ml) and 33% ethylamine (17 ml). The mixture was

heated at reflux for 24 hrs. A dark orange solution resulted. The solution was allowed

to cooled down to room temperature and filtered to remove nickel hydroxide. Excess

lithium perchlorate dissolved in methanol added to the filtrate and the mixture was

kept in the refrigerator until yellow crystals formed. The yellow crystals were filtered

washed with methanol, and dried in vacuum,and recrystallised from hot water.

Microanalysis: calculated for NiCnKhoNeC^Os

C 27.93 % H 5.86% N 16.20%

Found C 27.51% H 5.79% N 15.73%

UV-Vis: = 452 nm in H20 e=92M"1cm"1
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[NiLn](C104)2 (3, 8-bis-hydroxyethyl-l, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12-pentaazacycIotetradecane

nickel(II) perchlorate)[18]

To a stirred methanol solution (75 ml) of NiCl2.6H20 (12 g) slowly added

ethylenediamine (6.8 ml), paraformadehyde (10 g) and ethanol amine (0.1 mol). The

mixture was heated at refluxed for 6 hrs. The solution was filtered hot and the filtrate

allowed to stand at room temperature. Purple precipitate of [NiLu]Cl2 formed which

filtered off, washed with methanol and dried in vacuum. [NiLn]Cl2 was dissolved in

a minimum amount of water and a saturated methanol solution of LiC104 added. The

solution was allowed to stand at room temperature until yellow crystals formed. The

solids were filtered off, washed with methanol and recrystallised from hot water.

Microanalysis: calculated for NiCnHjoNeC^Oio

C 26.29 % H 5.47% N 15.33%

Found C 25.89% H 5.00% N 15.06%

UV-Vis; = 445 nm in H20 e = 46 M"1 cm"1

The rest of the complexes investigated in this chapter were obtained from Prof. R. W.

Hay and Prof. Y. D. Lampeka.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY STUDY OF THE ELECTROCATALYSIS OF

CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION BY BIS(POLYAZAMACROCYCLIC)

NICKEL COMPLEXES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Binuclear metal complexes of polyazamacrocycles have attracted considerable

attention, [1] because in many ways they display specific behaviour differentiating

them from monomacrocyclic relatives [2-4], The redox properties of binuclear

complexes are controlled by the nature and length of the link between the metal

centres, its conformational flexibility and the nature of the bridgehead atoms.

Moreover, bis(macrocyclic) dinickel complexes are of interest in C02 reduction [5,

6]. The presence of two co-ordination sites that might both be close enough to

interact simultaneously with small molecules or the products of their redox

transformation can also lead to potentially different reaction pathways than for the

mononuclear complex itself. For instance, [Ni2(biscyclam)]^+(Li) [5] (Scheme 5.1)

displayed greater efficiency towards H2O reduction, but lower activity for CO2

reduction in comparison to nickel cyclam. Replacement of one of the 14-membered

rings by a 13-membered ring has been shown to impair the catalytic activity for H2O

reduction [7]. These few available results indicate that the catalytic behaviour of

binuclear nickel complexes can be quite different from their mononuclear analogues.
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Another possible attraction to the use of binuclear complexes is that they may bring

about the reduction of the CO2 beyond CO, the usual two-electron product. Not only

would this be more thermodynamically efficient for fuel cell applications and lead to

more useful products, but it would also help to alleviate the "poisoning effect", in

which the reduced nickel macrocycle reacts irreversibly with the carbon monoxide

produced and adsorbs strongly to the electrode, leading to a decrease in the catalytic

current (Chapter2).
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5.2 PENTAAZA BINUCLEAR COMPLEXES

5.2.1 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY AT A GLASSY CARBON ELECTRODE

IN ACETONITRILE
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Scheme 5.2 Complexes investigated in this section.
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The CVs of all the complexes clearly showed two reversible Ni^ and

waves (see Fig. 5.1b for [Ni2L^]4+) The potentials of the waves are very similar to

nickel cyclam itself, despite the expected small positive shift due to interaction with

the non-bonded tertiary nitrogen atom and/or different molecular mechanics

characteristics of C-N bonds as compared to C-C ones [8-10],

Fig. 5.1 Cyclic voltammograms (100mVs~l) at GC electrode in CH3CN/O.I M

TBAH for 1 mM solutions of (a) [Ni(cyclam)]2+ (—) and (b) [Ni2L4]4+ (—) under

Ar.
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The Nilll/H data are similar to those reported previously by Lampeka et

al.[ 11], The potentials do not vary significantly as the length of the connecting chain

is varied (Table 5.1). These potentials are comparable to the mononuclear complex

[NiT.l]2+) in contrast to the binnele.ar complexes prepared by alkylation of one of the

coordinating N atoms[12] which show more positive potentials compared to the

mononuclear complex. However, in the latter case this is due to the poorer ligand

field of the tertiary N atom and/or steric interactions with the coordination of anions

intheNi111 state[12, 13],

Electrochemical data for the reduction of Ni^ centres in Li in which cyclam

units are linked via a single C-C bond have been reported by two separate research

groups [5, 7], as has data on the closely-related tetramethyl derivative Ln[6]. The

results obtained by these groups differ as to whether the Ni^ wave is irreversible in

aqueous media or not. Because of the low solubility of the compounds under study,

we have found that the Ni wave in aqueous media is obscured by hydrogen

evolution at the Hg/Ag electrode. Therefore we have studied the redox behaviour of

the NiII/I couple in acetonitrile or acetonitrile/water mixtures under argon.
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Table 5.1 Cyclic voltammetry data for binuclear and mononuclear complexes in

acetonitrile/0.1 M TBAH at a glassy carbon electrode ( area = 0.071 cm2). Scan rate

100 mYs"1.

Complex NP1 Nim/n

El/2(V) AEp(mV) El/2(V) AEp(mV)

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ -1.440 68 + 1.008 84

[NiL1]2-1- -1.43 73 +0.99 76

[Ni2L2]4+ -1.44 98 + 1.00 84

[Ni2L3]4+ -1.44 120 + 1.00 85

[Ni2L4]4+ -1.435 126 +1.01 128

[Ni2L5]4+ -1.44 139 + 1.03 186

[Ni2L6]4+ -1.39 176 + 1.02 285

The similarity of the redox potentials of both the mononuclear complex and

binuclear complexes suggests that the two nickel centres in the binuclear complex can

behave independently. The oxidation and reduction peak heights of the CVs (Fig. 5.1)

indicate that two electrons are exchanged in each redox transformation. This was

proved by employing a Pt microelectode and chronoamperometry method (stepping

over the NiEI/H wave) to calculate independently the diffusion coefficients (D) and

the number of electrons transferred (n) as described in chapter 3. The results are given

in Table 5.2. The obtained value of the diffusion coefficient for binuclear complex
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was significantly less than that of [Ni(cyclam)]2+. This helps to explain why the

currents observed appear to be somewhat less than twice the mononuclear complex

currents in the CV. The number of electrons transferred in the oxidation-reduction

process is higher (2.4 + 0.2) than the expected two electrons which is possibly caused

by the double layer charging current (the data was not corrected for the background),

or could reflect current in between two non-interacting one-electron processes (n=2)

and a concerted two-electron transfer (n=2.82). Indeed the observed value is quite

close to the value expected for two species accidentally having the same redox

potential [14],

Table 5.2 Chronoamperometrically-determined diffusion coefficients (D) and n

values in acetonitrile/0.1 M TBAH at Pt micro-disk electrodelectrode (radius = 68

(im).

Compound D /10~6 cm2s"l n

[Ni(cyclam)]2"1" 5.3 ±0.7 0.8 ±0.15

[NiL1]2"1" 14.5 ±0.36 0.95 ±0.03

[Ni2L4]4+ 2.5 ±0.14 2.4 ±0.20

The observed peak separations for the Ni^"!! couple are somewhat higher

than the predicted theoretical values for electrochemically reversible waves indicating

a quasi-reversible process for both mononuclear complex and binuclear complex. It is

interesting to compare our AEp (AEp=Epa-Epc) peak separation trends (ranging from

76 to 285 mV) with those reported for other binuclear complexes. Can some of the
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broadening be attributed to partial resolution of the mixed-valent redox couples, e.g.

in the anodic scan resolution of the [Ni^^Ni^^]/[Ni^^Ni^l and [Ni^^Ni^]/[Ni^Ni^]

couples? In L] the wave on the positive scan has a peak separation AEp of 130-150

mV corresponding to an (unresolved) potential difference in the

[NiIIINiIII]/[NiIIINi11] and [NiinNin]/[NinNin] couples of 66-75 mV,

respectively[14]. In contrast, the corresponding wave of Lm has a AEp of 100

mV[16], which according to [17] corresponds to a difference in potentials of about

80 mV for the [Ni^Ni^^]/[Ni^^Ni^] and [Ni^Ni^]/[Ni^Ni^l couples. If the two

cyclam groups are joined by alkylation of a coordinating N atom then the metal

centres will be closer together. Thus Ciampolini et al. [18] showed that there was

significant extra peak broadening (AEp) compared to the mononuclear complex (due

to differences in the [NiIIlNiHI]/[NiinNiII] and [NimNiH]/[Ni^Ni^] couples), but

this extra peak separation became negligible when the chain was greater than 3

methylene units long. Similar results were noted in binuclear Schiff base complexes

directly linked via a coordinating N atom[19], and 5-coordinate complexes with

saturated ligands[20]. In face-to-face macrocycles the metal-metal distances are too

long to observe any unusual effects due to metal-metal interactional].

Another factor which could be used to explain the effect observed is the

possible dependence of the equilibrium between four- (square-planar) and six-

octahedral) coordinate nickel(II) on the length of the bridge, in other words on the

structure of the bismacrocyclic molecule as a whole. It is well known that the E[/2

values of the Ni and especially the Ni^^ couples are strongly dependent on the

solvent and the electrolyte. It has been reported that for bismacrocyclic complexes
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joined through coordinating nitrogen atoms this equilibrium shifts to the octahedral

form if the metal-metal distance becomes smaller, because this reduces the

electrostatic repulsion between the metal centres [16, 22], On the other hand, our

spectroscopic study on the complexes [Ni2L2-5]4+ [11, 23] revealed that the length

of the bridge has no influence on such equilibria in acetonitrile or perchlorate-

containing aqueous solution, though it is of importance in sulfate-containing aqueous

media. This was explained by a specific two-centered (metal and NH group)

coordination of hydrogensulfate by nickel complexes, but in this case the opposite

tendency is observed: the shorter the bridge the higher the proportion of square planar

form persists in solution.

At the same time, spectroscopic data have revealed that [Ni2L9-H]4+ (see

page 218) shows no tendency to bind axial ligands in acetonitrile, irrespective of the

structure of the bridge[24]. Therefore we conclude that neither metal-metal

interactions nor equilibria between four- and six-coordinated forms of nickel(II) are

likely to be responsible for the large peak separations observed. As a matter of fact,

we observe a large increase in the peak separations for both redox transitions as n

increases. Thus the more probable explanation is that the rate of charge transfer to

the larger molecules is slower, because a greater degree of rearrangement is necessary

prior to electron transfer, and/or because the molecule is strongly adsorbed on the

electrode, blocking fast electron transfer.

In the presence of C02 in acetonitrile the Ni redox couple became

irreversible for both nickel cyclam and the binuclear complexes indicating reaction of

CO2 with reduced Ni(I) centres (Fig. 5.2b). The peak heights of the CVs under CO2
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suggest that two molecules of CO2 bind to two Ni(I) centres of the binuclear

compound simultaneously:

[NinNin]4+ + 2e —> [NiINiI]2+

[NiINiI]2+ + 2C02 > [NiI(C02)NiI(C02)]2+

POTENTIAL (V)

5.2 Cyclic voltammograms (lOOmVs'l) at GC electrode in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH for

1 mM solutions of a) (—) [Ni(cyclam)]2"and b) (—) [Ni2L4]4+ under CO2.
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5.2.2 CATALYTIC ACTIVITY TOWARDS C02 REDUCTION ON

MERCURY

Catalytic reduction of CO2 with surface-confined catalyst is best observed at

mercury electrodes rather than GC electrodes due to less extensive adsorption onto

the latter as explained elsewhere [25], The mercury-coated silver electrode was used

in experiments designed to compare catalytic activity (Table 5.3). An example of the

catalytic current observed in the presence of a binuclear complexes is shown in Fig.

5.3 for [Ni2L^]4+ it should be noted that [Ni(cyclam)]2+ itself shows only an

increasing background current (presumably due in large measure to hydrogen

production, chapter 2). From our studies of a wide range of complexes it seems that

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ is unique in this respect.

Fig. 5.3 Cyclic voltammograms (lOOmVs'l, SCE reference electrode) at a mercury-

silver amalgam electrode for 0.5 mM solution of binuclear complex [Ni2L^]4+ (—)

under Ar and (— ) under CO2 in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH with 10% H2O
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Table 5.3 Electrochemical data for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 at a

mercury-plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314 cm2) (Scan rate 100 mV s"4).

Complex Under Ar Under CO2

E1/2(V) AEp(mV) iPc(pA) ECP(V)

[NiL1]24" -1.43 130 800 -1.92

[Ni2L2]4+ -1.47 226 375 -1.73

[Ni2L3]4+ -1.49 256 368 -1.72

[Ni2L4]4+ -1.45 298 376 -1.77 ;

[Ni2L5]4+ -1.48 230 397 -1.76

[Ni2L6]4+ -1.47 260 447 -1.78

aConditions: 0.5 mM solutions of binuclear complexes and ImM solutions of

mononuclear complexes in acetonitrile/10% H2O/O.I M TBAH.

The currents for the binuclear complexes are generally about half that for the

pentaaza mononuclear complex [NiL^]24" at the same concentration of nickel sites in

solution (Fig 5.4). It is tempting then to assume that the binuclear complexes have

only one active nickel centre: we know from many studies that the catalysis takes

place predominantly at adsorbed nickel complex sites and that once the surface is

fully covered (which it will be at the concentrations used in the determination of
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catalytic currents) then the catalytic current remains constant. If the binuclear

complex (in half the concentration in solution) is adsorbing with both nickel sites

active then the surface coverage of catalytic sites, and therefore the catalytic current

will be the same as the mononuclear complex. Instead, the observed lower currents

for the binuclear complexes indicate that the activity of adsorbed nickel centres on the

electrode is lower, and the halving of the current favours the proposition that only

one of the nickel centres maintains full activity, the other failing to adsorb on the

electrode and act as an effective catalyst for CO2 reduction . The complex Li was also

about half as active as the mononuclear complex, and this was explained using

similar arguments[5]. The much larger catalytic current for the p-xylylene linked

chain supports this view since this more rigid linker can help both nickel centres

achieve planarity on the electrode.

The complexes possessing tetra-, hexamethylene and xylyl bridges show

larger splittings in their catalytic waves than the mononuclear complex; in particular

there is a shoulder on the high potential side of the main catalytic peak and the peak

itself is split into two (Fig. 5.3). The shoulder could indeed correspond to the

catalytic current due to the unadsorbed half of the binuclear complex molecule, but it

is rather difficult to confirm this assignment. As for the splittingof the main catalytic

peak, we have measured the concentration dependence of the peaks for the [Ni2L4]4+

complex and compared them with the mononuclear complex [NiLl]2+ (Fig. 5.5)[26],
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Fig. 5.4 Cyclic voltammograms (100mVs~l, SCE reference electrode) at a mercury-

silver amalgam electrode for 1 mM solution of [NiL^]2+ (—) under Ar and (—)

under CO2 in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH with 10% H2O

The non-linear dependence is typical for a surface-confined catalytic process. These

peaks have quite similar concentration dependence and could obey a Langmuir-type

isotherm for the current to give pseudo-absorption coefficients of 0.046, 0.10 and

0.084 mmol dm~3 for P], P2 and the mononuclear complex, respectively. The

appearance of two peaks may be evidence for the presence of the two nickel centres

of differing catalytic activity, or a dependence of the activity on whether the other

nickel site is coordinated to CO2.
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Fig. 5.5 The concentration dependence of the catalytic currents for mononuclear

[NiLl]2+ (J*k)and the twin peak catalytic currents (PI and P2) binuclear Ni complex

[Ni2L4]4+ (n,4)n saturated CO2 /CH3CN/O.I M TBAH/10% H2O solution.

The catalytic current increases slightly as the connecting chain length (n)

increases (Table 5.3), reaching about 6% higher for the [Ni2L^]4+ complex, despite

the longer chain occupying a larger area on the electrode and thus lowering the

effective electrode coverage. We believe that the trend is instead due to greater

conformational flexibility in the complexes with longer spacer units, allowing more

effective interaction of both nickel sites with the surface.
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5.2.3 CONTROLLED-POTENTIAL ELECTROLYSIS OF [Ni2L4]4+

Electrolysis of [Ni2L4]4+ at -1.7 V using a 20 cm mercury pool electrode

yielded CO and H2 as the major products in the headspace gas (monitored by GC).

After about 10% electrolysis we observed a sudden rise in the current and a

corresponding increase in the amount of H2 (Fig. 5.6).
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Fig. 5.6 Time evolution of CO (♦) and H2 (■) during bulk electrolysis in saturated

CO2/MeCN/10% H2O/O.I M TBAH at -1.7 V for [Ni2L4]4+ (0.5 mM).
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This behaviour probably indicates deactivation of the catalyst perhaps due to nickel

deposition. The electrolysed solution was analysed by electrospray mass

spectrometric analysis of the soluble products. There was no evidence for either

formate or oxalate formation.

We may compare our results on the catalytic activities of the complexes under

consideration with those of Li [5] and Ln[6] under similar conditions. In the former

work, the bismacrocyclic complex was half as active as the mononuclear complex,

and in addition produced a small amount of H2 (<3% Faradaic yield). No

irreversible decomposition of the catalyst was detected. For complex Ln[14] the

focus was on the photochemical reduction of CO2 in solution, in which the binuclear

complex Ln was up to 8 times more active than the mononuclear complex and 12

times more active than Lj. It was also more selective for CO vs H2. The

electrocatalytic behaviour was also reported as a footnote, and in that case the

binuclear complex was 10 times less active than the mononuclear complex. These

observations appear to highlight the important role of the surface coverage and steric

barriers to strong adsorption of both nickel centres when comparing binuclear and

mononuclear complex catalytic activity.
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5.3 ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF [Ni2L7]4+
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Scheme 5.3 Complexes investigated in this section.

The CV data of [Ni2L7]4+ (scheme 5.3) in CH3CN at a glassy carbon

electrode shows that the E1/2 values for the redox couples are similar to those of its

mononuclear complex analogue [NiL^]7+ (Table 5.4). The potentials of the waves

are very much more positive than the binuclear complexes [Ni2L7~5]4+because of

the decrease in the ligand field strength on alkylation of the donor nitrogen atoms and

the increased steric crowding of the axial sites of the metal ion[13]. The peak

heights of the CV and microelectrode chronoamperometry data of [Ni2L7]4+ in
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CH3CN indicate that two electrons are exchanged in the redox processes. The

observed D and n values for [Ni2L2]4+ and [NiL8]2+are presented in Table 5.5.

Table 5.4 Cyclic voltammetry data for binuclear and mononuclear complexes in

acetonitrile/0.1 M TBAH at a glassy carbon electrode (area = 0.071 cm2). Scan rate

100 mV s~l.

Complex Nln/I Nini/n

El/2(V) AEp(mV) El/2(V) AEp(mV)

[Ni2L?]4+ -1.12 83 + 1.27 76

[NiL8]2+ -1.12 68 + 1.28 74
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Table 5.5 Chronoamperometrically-determined diffusion coefficients (D) and n

values in acetonitrile/0.1 M TBAH at Pt micro-disk electrodelectrode (radius = 68

pm).

Compound D /10~6 cm2s~l n

[Ni2L7]4+ 3.9 ±0.9 1.6 ±0.6

[NiL8]2+ 8.6 ±0.3 1.07 ±0.05

Fig. 5.7 Cyclic voltammograms (lOOmVs"', SCE reference electrode) at a mercury-

silver amalgam electrode for a 1 mM solution of [NiL7]4+ (—) under Ar and (—)

under C02 in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH with 10% H2O.
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The CV recorded with a mercury-plated silver electrode under CO2 in CH3CN/10%

water is shown in Fig 5.7. An irreversible peak was seen near -1.49 V. Most

interestingly, the Ni* * couple remained unaffected under a CO2 atmosphere (Fig.

5.7) compare mononuclear complex, [NiL8]2+ (Fig. 4.3, chapter 4)). A sharp anodic

peak was observed near -0.14 V on the reverse scan which is evidence for the

formation of an insoluble carbonyl adduct during CO2 reduction (see chapter 2). The

catalytic currents observed under CO2 in comparison to [NiL8]2+ are given in Table

5.6. The [Ni2L7]4+produced a higher catalytic current than its mononuclear

analogue, probably because the analogue is much more sterically hindered at the

nickel than the binuclear complex. Both [Ni2L7]4+ and [NiL8]2+ displayed a much

poorer catalytic activity for carbon dioxide reduction when compared to the

unhindered mononuclear hexaazacyclam complexes (chapter 4).

Table 5.6 Electrochemical data for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 at a

mercury-plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314 cm2, scan rate 100 mV s"1).

Complex Under Ar Under CO2

E1/2(V) AEp(mV) iPc(pA) Ep(V)

[Ni2L7]4+ -1.13 78 63 -1.49

[NiL8]2+ -1.16 78 27 -1.56

Conditions: 0.5 mM solutions of binuclear complexes and 1 mM solutions of
mononuclear complexes in acetonitrile/10% H2O/O.I M TBAH.
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5.4 HEPTAAZA BINUCLEAR COMPLEXES

5.4.1 CYCLIC VOLTAMETRY AT A GLASSY CARBON ELECTRODE IN
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Scheme 5.4 Complexes investigated in this section.

The CVs of all the complexes clearly showed one reversible or partially reversible

wave for both Ni^ and Ni^^ redox transformations in CH3CN (see Fig. 5.8a for

[Ni2L9]4+)_ Chronoamperometric measurements confirmed the two-electron nature

of these waves (Table 5.8). For reasons mentioned in connection with [Ni2L^]4+ the

potentials of the waves are very much more positive than for the
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bis(pentaazamacrocyclic) [Ni2L2~5]4+ described above or indeed nickel cyclam

itself. Additionally, the tetraazabicyclononane fragment corresponds to

ethylenediamine in terms of the space occupied around the nickel centre. As such,

these complexes could be considered as 13-membered macrocycles, rather than 14-

membered ones, and this would result in an anodic shift in potentials because the hole

of 13-membered macrocycle is too small to accommodate the nickel(III) ion[26]. As

observed above for the pentaaza complexes, there is a large increase in the peak

separation as n, i.e. the linking chain length, increases. This reflects a slower rate of

charge transfer to the larger molecules, probably because a greater degree of

rearrangement is necessary prior to electron transfer.

Table 5.7 Cyclic voltammetry data for binuclear and mononuclear complexes in

acetonitrile/0.1 M TBAH at a glassy carbon electrode (area = 0.071 cm2, scan rate

100 mVs"1).

Complex Nln/I Ni111711

El/2(V) AEp(mV) El/2(V) AEp(mV)

[Ni2L9]4+ -1.30 78 + 1.45 318

[Ni2L10]4+ -1.30 82 + 1.36 120

[N^L11]4* -1.24 92 + 1.44 362

[NiL12]2+ -1.31 83 + 1.41 296
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Table 5.8 Chronoamperometrically-determined diffusion coefficients (D) and n

values at a Pt micro-disk electrodelectrode (radius = 68 pm) in acetonitrile / 0.1 M

TBAH.

Compound D /10"6 cm2s~l n

[Ni2L9]4+ 2.54 ±0.34 2.02 ±0.38

[Ni2L10]4+ 0.72 ±0.96 2.29 ±0.43

[Ni2Ln]4+ 1.09 ±0.15 2.02 ±0.38

[NiL12]2+ 1.68 ±0.22 0.74 ±0.14

5.4.2 CATALYTIC ACTIVITY TOWARDS C02 REDUCTION ON

MERCURY

Under CO2 this family of complexes, as well as the mononuclear model

complex, show quite different behaviour to that of the binuclear complexes described

above and nickel cyclam (data summarised in Table 5.9). Instead of a single

catalytic peak, there are two peaks (Fig. 5.8 for [Ni2L9]4+), one very close to the

Nr^ potential and the other at more negative potentials, with a position close to the

catalytic CO2 reduction current peak for nickel cyclam in this solvent system. We
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2+
assign these processes to the reduction of CO2 by the Ni centres of the binuclear

complex in solution and the surface catalytic current peak, respectively. The

concentration dependence of these peaks confirms this assignment. Note it is only

because the catalytic currents are so small (ca. 10% of the penta-aza binuclear

complexes) that we are able to clearly observe the Ni^ peak due to soluble complex

catalysis. This demonstrates that the nickel sites are somewhat less hindered than in

[Ni2L^]4+. Closer examination of the mononuclear complex CV (Fig. 5.9) reveals

similar behaviour but the two peaks are less well resolved. The lower catalytic

currents observed for this series of mononuclear and binuclear complexes are almost

certainly due the steric crowding of the axial nickel sites. We speculate that the

weaker interaction with the electrode arising from ligand steric interactions places far

fewer stereochemical constraints on the adsorption of both nickel centres to the same

extent as the binuclear complex, and hence the catalytic currents for binuclear and

mononuclear complex are comparable. Nevertheless, the surface catalytic currents of

the binuclear complexes are observed to increase by about 20% as the connecting

chain length increases from two to five methylene chains (Table 5.9).
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Table 5.9 Electrochemical data for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 at a

mercury-plated silver electrode (area = 0.0314 cm2, scan rate 100 mV s"1).

Complex Under Ar Under CO2

e1/2(v) AEp(mV) ic(ha) ecp(v)

[Ni2L9]4+ -1.33 129 21,36 -1.39,-1.73

[Ni2L10]4+ -1.29 137 28, 43 -1.43,-1.68

[Ni2Ln]4+ -1.34 104 19, 47 -1.41,-1.82

[NiL12]2+ -1.34 80 18, 40 -1.41,-1.68

Conditions: 0.5 mM solutions of binuclear complexes and 1 mM solutions of
mononuclear complexes in acetonitrile/10% H2O/O.I M TBAH.

Fig. 5.8 Cyclic voltammograms (100mVs~l, SCE reference electrode) at a mercury-

silver amalgam electrode for a 0.5 mM solution of [Ni2L9]4+ (a) (—) under Ar and

(b) (—) under CO2 in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH with 10% H2O.
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Fig. 5.9 Cyclic voltammograms (100 mVs'l, SCE reference electrode) at a mercury-

silver amalgam electrode for a 1 mM solution of [NiL^]^+ (—) under Ar and (—)

under C02 in CH3CN/O.I M TBAH with 10% H2O.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

In this Chapter we have shown that steric considerations in dinickel

complexes can have a powerful influence on the efficiency of CO2 reduction

mediated by these complexes. In the first series of binuclear complexes [Ni2L2-6]4+

studied the catalytic waves for CO2 reduction are about half that of the mononuclear

complex. The most likely explanation is that steric constraints permit strong
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interaction of only one nickel centre of the binuclear complex on the surface. Further

evidence for the presence of at least two catalytic centres comes from the observed

splitting in the catalytic peaks of the binuclear complexes. In the more sterically

crowded complex, [Ni2L^]4+ there was no evidence even of any interaction of the

reduced complex with CO2 in dry acetonitrile. These steric barriers prevented strong

electrode interaction and led to a much lower catalytic activity. The series of

heptaaza bismacrocyclic complexes [Ni2L9-H]4+ showed well-separated peaks due

to solution and surface catalytic activity, and the surface catalytic currents were now

comparable to mononuclear comples at the same effective concentration. We

proposed that the weaker interaction with the electrode arising from ligand steric

interactions places far fewer stereochemical constraints on the adsorption of both

nickel centres to the same extent as the binuclear complex, and hence the catalytic

currents for bis-and mono-macrocyclic complexes are comparable in this series.

5.6 EXPERIMENTAL

Synthesis

The macrocyclic complexes described in this section were prepared in Prof. R. W.

Hay's and Prof. Y. D. Lampeka's research groups. The monomacrocyclic complexes

[NiL^](C104)2[27], [NiL8](C104)2 [27] and [NiL^2](C104)2 [24] were prepared as

previously described. The binuclear Ni(II) complexes of ligands as the

perchlorate salts were prepared according to [11] via the reaction of [Ni(2,3,2-
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tet)](C104)2 (2,3,2-tet = l,9-diamino-3,7-diazanonane) with the a, co-diamines and

formaldehyde. The same synthetic procedure was applied for the preparation of

[Ni2L6](C104)4 except that p-xylylenediamine instead of aliphatic diamines was

used as locking fragment in cyclization. The yield of the products of this type appear

to be a function of the chain length of the bridging diamine, and the lowest yield was

obtained using 1,2-diaminoethane. Bis(macrocyclic) complex [Ni2L^](C104)4 was

prepared as described in [28], For the synthesis of complexes of ligands containing

the diazabicyclononane rings L^-H the procedure developed in [24] was used. All

complexes gave satisfactory elemental analyses and their spectral characteristics

corresponded well to those described in the literature.

Electrochemistry

See experimental sections in Chapters 2 and 3.
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CHAPTER SIX

FUTURE WORK: PHOTOCATALYTIC REDUCTION OF CARBON

DIOXIDE

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of the research is to find a method to convert CO2

efficiently using readily available energy sources while keeping the cost minimum. In

this respect, construction of an artificial photocatalytic system which is able to use

light energy for the reduction of CO2, a system which mimics the natural

photosynthesis would be the best solution. Transition metal complexes can be used as

catalysts in photocatalytic systems since they can absorb a significant part of the solar

spectrum, have long-lived excited states, and can promote the activation of small

molecules[l], A number of 14-membered tetraaza-macrocyclic complexes have been

used as a catalyst for photochemical reduction of CC>2[2-4]. Grant et al. reported a

homogeneous aqueous system for photochemical reduction of CO2 using nickel

cyclam as a catalyst with a quantum yield of 5.10"4 for CO production[5]. In the

literature there is some confusion regarding the reduction products of the

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ system[5-7] as well as the capability of [Ni(cyclam)]2+ as a

photocatalyst[2, 4], One study reported that CO and H2 yields were comparable in [5],

whereas in a latter study H2 production is described as negligible[6], Kimura et al.

reported very high yields of H2 in a similar system[3]. Here we describe our attempts

to resolve these conflicting claims with our own experiments on this system.
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6.2 NICKEL MACROCYCLIC COMPLEXES AS PHOTOCATALYSTS

(4)

Scheme 6.1 Nickel macrocyclic complexes investigated in this section.

A CO2 saturated solution of 1 mM nickel complex (scheme 6.1) was irradiated

in the presence of photosensitizer and a sacrificial donor. [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 was used as

the photosensitizer and either ascorbic acid or triethanolamine was used as the

sacrificial donor. The gaseous products were analysed by gas chromatography. The

results are summarised in Table 6.1. The concentrations of the components were

chosen according to literature claims that had produced best CO yields. However, in

our case no CO2 reduction products were detected. A small amount of H2 was
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detected which was also present during photolysis when without the nickel complex.

This evidence supports the view of Fujita et al.[4] and Tinnemans et al.[2] that the

nickel complexes are poor photocatalysts. Several explanations were given by Fujita

et al. for the poor photocatalytic activity of nickel complexes; the large

[NiIIL]2+/[NiIL]+ reorganisation energy, the small CO2 binding constant to [Ni1L]+ and

also the irreversible binding of the sacrificial donor (TEA) to the nickel centre. Our

spectroscopic data supports the later claim (Fig. 6.1). Both [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ have absorption bands near 450 nm. During the photolysis the band

near 450 nm disappeared and a new broad band at 350 nm region was developed

indicating a formation of a new species.

Fig. 6.1 Absorption spectra of (—) before and (—) after 6 hours of photolysis of

1.10'3 M [Ni(cyclam)]2+/2.10"4 M [Ru(bpy)3]2+ solution in DMF/TEOA(2:1).
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The cyclic voltammogram of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 in DMF showed

[Ru(bpy)3]2+/[Ru(bpy)3]1 redox couple at -1.36 V and [Ru(bpy)3]+/[Ru(bpy)3]° redox

couple at - 1.55V (Fig. 6.2a). When [Ni(cyclam)]2+ was added to the solution both

the redox couples became broad (Fig. 6.2b). Addition of TEOA to the system did not

affect the cyclic voltammogram.

Fig. 6.2 Cyclic voltammograms of (a) [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 in DMF/0.1 M TBAH (—) (b)

[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 + [Ni(cyclam)](C104)2 in DMF/0.1 M TBAH (—) at a glassy carbon

electrode (area = 0.0714 cm2). Scan rate 100 mV s"1.
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Table
6.1

Results
of

photolysis
under

CO2
for

nickel
and

cobalt

macrocylic
complexes.

Catalyst

Concentration
of

[Ru(bpy)3]2+
(M)

Sacrificial
Donor

Solvent

Duration
of

Photolysis
(hrs)

PhotolysedVolume
(ml)

Products
(pi)

1

10"3

HA

H20

5

2

-

1

10"5

HA

h2o

2

2

H2
(

negligible)

1

10"3

-

DMF/10%H2O
6.5

2

-

2

(0.5
mM)

10-4

TEOA

DMF

1.75

10

H2

(0.02)

3

10"5

HA

H20

24

2

-

4

(0.25
mM)

0.5.103
HA
(0.3
M)

h2o

5.5

2

-

1

2.10"4

TEOA

DMF

24

10

H2

(0.02)

1

10"5

HA

H20

10

10

H2

(0.2)

CoCl2/phen
(1:3)

2.10"4

TEOA

DMF

12

10

H2

(0.7)

,CO(1.4)

CoPc

2.10"4

TEOA

DMF

16

10

H2
(3

.4)
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6.3 COBALT MACROCYCLIC COMPLEXES AS PHOTOCATALYSTS

Scheme 6.2 Structures of CoPc and CoNPc.

In contrast to the nickel complexes, cobalt complexes have invariably been

reported as effective catalysts for photochemical reduction of C02[2-4], Project

student work confirmed the literature reports on the activity of cobalt trans-[14]-dien

complex[7]. However, during the course of these control experiments we investigated

the activities of CoPc (5) and CoNPc (6) (scheme 6.2) as possible catalysts for

photochemical reduction of CO2 since they have not been tried for this purpose to

best of our knowledge. To our disappointment no CO2 reduction products were

detected, but both the complexes displayed a good activity towards the H2 production.
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The observed results are included in Table 6.1. Interestingly, the induction period for

the photocatalytic reaction with CoNPc is almost half of that observed for the CoPc.

These preliminary investigations suggest cobalt phthalocyanines could serve as

effective catalyst for photochemical production of H2. We are not aware of any prior

reports in the literature concerning this observation.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

Nickel macrocycles are poor photocatalysts, much less active than the related cobalt

complexes. The most likely reason appeared to be binding of the sacrificial donor to

the nickel centre. It may be possible to avoid this by using a non-coordinating

sacrificial donor such as 2,6-dimethylpyridine. CoPc and CoNPc catalyse the H2

production effectively.
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6.5 EXPERIMENTAL

Photolysis was carried out in a sealed test tube (volume = 18 ml) fitted with a

water jacket or in a sealed UV-cell (volume = 3 ml). Solutions were continuously

stirred during the photolysis. Irradiation was performed using a slide projector (150

W). The light intensity was checked with a meter, and overall performance of our

irradiation and detection system was checked by CoCl2[8] and cobalt trans-[14]-

dien[2] systems, both of which gave CO after reasonable period of illumination

consistent with literature reports. Prior to irradiation, the sample solution was purged

with CO2 for V2 hour and then the cell was sealed off. 1 mM of the complex, 0.1 M

ascorbic acid and 2:1 DMF/TEOA solutions were used. Gas samples (100 pi) were

removed through a septum using an syringe fitted with an air-lock, and then injected

into the GC (Pye-Unicam) fitted with a carbosphere column (Alltech) running at 100

°C and TCD detector, and with a flow-rate (Ar) of 4 cm-* min"*.
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